
(BWROG-38, Rev. 0) TSTF-205, Rev. 3

Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler
Revision of Channel Calibration, Channel Functional Test, and Related Definitions

Classification: 1) Correct Specifications

NUREGs Affected: 0 1430 0 1431 0 1432 0 1433 i) 1434

Description:
In a meeting between the NRC and the NEI TSTF on April 17, 1997, the NRC described problems that had been found
with the ISTS definitions of Channel Calibration, Channel Functional Test, and related definitions. The NRC proposed
revised definitions for these terms. Based on the NRC's suggestions, revised definitions of these terms have been developed
and Bases statements have been added.

Justification:
The revised definitions eliminate a current ambiguity and possible misinterpretation of Channel Calibration, Channel
Functional Test, Actuation Logic Test, Channel Operational Test, Trip Actuating Device Operational Test, and Logic
System Functional Test. The current definitions use phrases similar to required sensor, alarm, interlock, display and trip
functions," and "required relays and contacts, trip units, solid state logic elements, etc." There is ambiguity in the
application of the word 'requircd' and whether the list is inclusive or representative. Therefore, this list has becn replaced
with phrases similar to, "all devices in the channel required for channel OPERABILITY." This clarifies the use of the word
"required" and makes clear that the components that are required to be tested or calibrated are only those that are necessary
for the channel to perform its safety function. The list of components is eliminated from the definition. These changes will
clarify the requirements and allow for consistent application of the definitions, tests, and calibrations.

In addition, in the statement at the end of each definition addressing the allowance to have the test *... performed by means
of any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel steps. . .- the statement "... so that the entire channeVrelay is
tested/calibrated. . ." is deleted. This deletion is purely to remove the conflict between the verbatim reading of the
definition where it is stated *... of all devices in the channel required for channel OPERABILITY... ." and the flexibility of
testing permitting a *... successful test to be the verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. .." as
stated in the Bases.

The revised CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST definition does not address the method of the testing of all of the required
channel devices. As discussed in the Peach Bottom NRC Inspection Report addressing channel testing methods, a
successful test of a channel relay and associated required contacts may be the verification of a single contact and that all
contacts of the required device need not be tested provided the required channel contact is otherwise tested. The Bases of
applicable Surveillances are modified to include this clarification of the acceptable methods of testing. This clarification is
applied to all Channel Functional Tests, Channel Operational Tests. and TADOTs.

In the Bases of the SRs a statement is added to indicate that, "A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay
may be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable [CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST / CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST / TADOT] of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-
Technical Specifications tests." This statement is modified for BWRs only to address the BWR specifics of the scram
contactors as they pertain to the test of the Manual Scram Function. This statement is necessary to clarify what verification
is required to support a successful test. This Bases statement to address the specifics of how the tests as defined may be
performed is appropriate and acceptable because: 1) the entire scope of the required test is still being performed - only the
acceptance criteria is modified to require verification of a certain portion of the instrument functions to have a successful
test, and 2) all portions of the scope of the required test required for OPERABILITY are being tested, and 3) provision for
the acceptance of the verification of change of the state of a single contact of the relay as desired by the NRC.

Other changes are made for consistency of the definitions between the ISTS NUREGs. The NUREG- 1430 Channel
Functional Test and NUREG-1431 Channel Operational Test definitions are modified to include the sentence, "The
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL (OPERATIONAL for NUREG-143 1) TEST may be performed by means of any series of
sequential. overlapping. or total channel steps." This allowance currentlv exists in the CEOG, BWR/4 and BWR/6
definitions of Channel Functional Test and is understood to apply to the BWOG and WOG definitions, although not stated.
Editorial changes to the WOG Channel Calibration definition are made for consistency with the other ITS NUREGs.
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The changes proposed increase the consistency of the five NUREGs and are not intended to change the meaning or intent
of the affected definitions.

Industry Contact: Ford, Bryan (601) 437-6559 bford~entergy.com

NRC Contact: Schulten, Carl 301-314-1192 csslenrc.gov

Revision History

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: Grand Gulf

Revision Description:
Original Issue

Owners Group Review Information
Date Originated by OG: 19-May-97

Owners Group Comments
Approved by the BWROG on 5/19/97

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 19-May-97

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date: 07-Jul-97 Date Distributed for Review: 07-Jul-97

OGReviewCompleted: C BWOG D WOO D CEOG El BWROG

TSTF Comments:
Preliminary review and comment by the TSTF on 7/9197. Changes made and Traveler approved for wider
review distribution for review.
Distributed for comment to all plants involved in Owner's Group ITS activities on 7114/97.
Discussed with NRC at October TSTF/NRC meeting.
Originally approved by the TSTF on 10/13/97.
4/21/98 - TSTF agreed to provide to NRC with Bases changes by end of May, 1998.
7/2/98 - Revision I created.

TSTF Resolution: Superceeded Date: 02-Jul-98

TSTF Revision I Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: TSTF

Revision Description:
The Rev I is provided to explain the proposed changes in the definitions and to provide for the Industry
position of allowing the Bases to further explain the specifics of how the testing is performed.

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date: 02-Jul-98 Date Distributed for Review: 02-Jul-98

OG Review Completed: E BWOG i WOG i CEOG - BWROG

TSTF Comments:
(No Comments)

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 10-Jul-98
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TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed

NRC Review Information
NRC Received Date: 01 -Sep-98

NRC Comments:
10/12198 - NRC directs application of the insert to all CFTs and COTs. TSTF to modify.

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 12-Oct-98

TSTF Revision 2 Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: NRC

Revision Description:
TSTF-205 is modified to apply the Insert to the Bases of all Channel Functional Tests, COTs, TADOTs, and

'LSFTs per NRC comment on 10/12198.

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date: 29-Oct-98 Date Distributed forRcview: 29-Oct-98

OGReviewCompleted: i BWOG 0 WOG 0 CEOG i BWROG

TSTF Comments
(No Comments)

TSTF Resolution. Approved Date: 02-Nov-98

NRC Review Information
NRC Received Date: 03-Nov-98

NRC Comments:
11/12/98 - NRC will approve or provide status by 11/20/98.

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 22-Dec-98

TSTF Revision 3 Revision Status: Active Next Action: NRC

Revision Proposed by: NRC

Revision Description:
This revision addresses NRC comments. The Traveler is revised to incorporate NRC requested changes to
NUREG- 1431 definitions of Master Relay Test and Slave Relay Test to make the wording of these definitions
more consistent with similar definitiions in other NUREGs. Also incorporated is the the NRC request to add
the statement, "at least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions' to the Bases inserts to clarify
that the Frequency of the testing of all of the other required contacts of the relay is performed at least once
per refueling interval (18 or 24 months, as appropriate) and that the SR 3.0.2 extension. or other applicable
extensions, apply.

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date. 17-Dec-98 Date Distributed for Review: 17-Dec-98

* OG Review Completed: 0 BWOG i WOG i CEOG g BWROG

TSTF Comments:
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* Next Action: NRC
t

TSTF Revision 3 Revision!

(No Comments)

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date:

NRC Review Information
NRC Received Date: 24-Dec-98

NRC Comments:
(No Comments)

Final Resolution: NRC Action Pending

Status: Active

17-Dec-98

Final Resolution Date:

Incorporation Into the NUREGs

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date:

NUREG Rev Incorporated:

Affected Technical Specifications
. Definitions - Channel Calibration

'-1 Definitions - Channel Functional Test NUREG(s)- 1430 1432 1433 1434 Only

SR 3.3.1.4 Bases Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentaton NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.2.1 Bases Reacor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trp NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.3.1 Bases Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.4.1 Bases CONTROL ROD Drive (CRD) Trip Devices NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.5.2 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s). 1430 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.6.1 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Manual NUREG(s)- 1430 Only
Initiation

SR 3.3.7.1 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1430 Only
Automatic Actuation Logic

SR 3.3.8.2 Bases Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS) NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.11.2 Bases Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System NUREG(s). 1430 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.12.1 Bases Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual NUREG(s)- 1430 Only
Initiation

SR 3.3.13.1 Bases Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

SR 3.3.14.1 Bases Emergency Feedwater Initiatin and Control (EFIC)-Emergency NUREG(s)- 1430 Only
Feedwater (EFW)-Vector Valve Logic

SR 3.3.152 Bases Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation NUREG(s). 1430 Only
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(BA
SR 3.3.162 Bases

SR 3.4.12.7 Bases

SR 3.4.152 Bases

SR 3.7.5.6 Bases

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

SR 3.3.1.4 Bases

SR 3.3.1.7 Bases

SR 3.3.1.8 Bases

SR 3.3.1.9 Bases

SR 3.3.1.13 Bases

SR 3.3.1.14 Bases

SR 3.3.1.15 Bases

SR 3.3.2.5 Bases

Control Room Isolation-High Radiation

Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

Emergency Feedwater (EFWI) System

Definitions Actuation Logic Test

Definitions - Channel Operational Test

Definitions - Master Relay Test

Defintions - Slave Relay Test

Definitions- Trip Actuating Device Operational Test

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation

VROG-38, Rev. 0)

NUREG(s)y 1430 Only

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

NUREG(s)_ 1430 Only

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only.

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

TSTF-205, Rev. 3

SR 3.3.2.7 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1431 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.2.8 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1431 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.32.11 Bases Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1431 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.4.4 Bases Remote Shutdown System NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

SR 3.3.5.2 Bases Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (DG) Start NUREG(s)- 1431 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.6.4 Bases Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

SR 3.3.6.6 Bases Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

SR 3.3.7.2 Bases Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation NUREG(s)- 1431 Only
Instrumentation
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SR 3.3.7.6 Bases Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS) Actuation NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

Instrumentation

SR 3.3.8.2 Bases

SR 3.3.8.4 Bases

SR 3.3.9.1 Bases

SR 3.4.12.8 Bases

SR 3.4.152 Bases

SR 3.4.192 Bases

SR 3.1.5.4 Bases

SR 3.1.5.6 Bases

SR 3.3.1.4 Bases

SR 3.3.1.6 Bases

SR 3.3.1.7 Bases

SR 3.3.1.7 Bases

SR 3.3.1.9 Bases

SR 3.3.1.11 Bases

SR 3.3.1.13 Bases

SR 3.3.22 Bases

SR 3.3.2.2 Bases

SR 3.3.2.3 Bases

SR 3.3.2.3 Bases

SR 3.3.3.1 Bases

SR 3.3.3.2 Bases

Fuel Building Air Cleanup System (FBACS) Actuation
Instrumentation

Fuel Building Air Cleanup System (FBACS) Actuation
Instrumentation

Boron Dilution Protection System (BOPS)

Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

RCS Loops-Test Exceptions

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment (Digital)

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment (Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instmruentation-Operating
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Shutdown
(Digital)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation
(Analog)

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation
(Analog)

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1431 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

-
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SR 3.3.3.3 Bases Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs) (Digital) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.3.3 Bases Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
(Analog)

SR 3.3.3.5 Bases Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs) (Digital) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.4.1 Bases Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
(Digital)

SR 3.3.4.2 Bases Engineered Safety FeaturesActuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
Instrumentation (Analog)

SR 3.3.42 Bases Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
(Digital)

SR 3.3.4.3 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
Instrumentation (Analog)

SR 3.3.4.3 Bases Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
(Digital)

SR 3.3.5.1 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
and Manual Trip (Analog)

SR 3.3.5.2 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
Instrumentation (Digital)

SR 3.3.5.2 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
and Manual Trip (Analog)

SR 3.3.5.5 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) NUREG(s). 1432 Only
Instrumentation (Digital)

SR 3.3.6.1 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
and Manual Trip (Digital)

SR 3.3.6.2 Bases Diesel Generator (DG)-Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS) (Analog) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.6.3 Bases Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Log c NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
and Manual Trip (Digital)

SR 3.3.72 Bases Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Analog) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.7.2 Bases Diesel Generator (DG)-Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS) (Digital) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.7.3 Bases Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Analog) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.7.5 Bases Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Analog) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.8.2 Bases Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Analog) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.8.3 Bases Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Digital) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

SR 3.3.8.3 Bases Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Analog) NUREG(s). 1432 Only

SR 3.3.8.4 Bases Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Digital) NUREG(s)- 1432 Only
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SR 3.3.8.5 Bases

SR 3.3.8.5 Bases

SR 3.3.8.8 Bases

SR 3.3.9.2 Bases

SR 3.3.92 Bases

SR 3.3.9.3 Bases

SR 3.3.9.5 Bases

SR 3.3.10.1 Bases

SR 3.3.102 Bases

SR 3.3.102 Bases

SR 3.3.10.3 Bases

SR 3.3.10.4 Bases

SR 3.3.12A Bases

SR 3.3.12.4 Bases

SR 3.3.132 Bases

SR 3.3.132 Bases

SR 3.4.12.6 Bases

SR 3.4.152 Bases

SR 3.4.172 Bases

1.1

SR 3.3.1.1.4 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.9 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Bases

SR 3.3.1.2.5 Bases

SR 3.3.1.2.6 Bases

SR 3.3.2.1.1 Bases

Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Digital)

Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Analog)

Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Digital)

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) Isolation Signal
(Analog)

Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Digital)

Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Digital)

Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) (Digital)

Shield Building Filtration Actuation Signal (SBFAS) (Analog)

Fuel Handllng Isolation Signal (FHIS) (Digital)

Shield Building Filtration Actuation Signal (SBFAS) (Analog)

Fuel Handling Isolation Signal (FHIS) (Digital)

Fuel Handling Isolation Signal (FHIS) (Digital)

Remote Shutdown System (Analog)

Remote Shutdown System (Digital)

[Logarithmic] Power Monitoring Channels (Analog)

(Logarithmic] Power Monitoring Channels (DigRal)

Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

Special Test Exceptions (STE) RCS Loops

Definitions - Logic System Functional Test

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

Control Rod Block Instrmmentation

ROG-38, Rev. 0)

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)_ 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

.

TSTF-205, Rev. 3

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s). 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s). 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1432 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

. .

-

- -

.

-

.

. -

- .

- .

.

-

- - -

. - |
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SR 3.3212 Bases

SR 3.3.2.1.3 Bases

SR 3.3.2.1.6 Bases

SR 3.3.2.22 Bases

SR 3.3.4.1.1 Bases

SR 3.3.422 Bases

SR 3.3.5.12 Bases

SR 3.3.5.22 Bases

SR 3.3.6.1.2 Bases

SR 3.3.6.1.5 Bases

SR 3.3.6.22 Bases

SR 3.3.6.3.2 Bases

SR 3.3.6.3.3 Bases

SR 3.3.6.3A Bases

SR 3.3.7.12 Bases

Control Rod Block Instrumentation

Control Rod Block Instnrmentation

Control Rod Block Instrumentation

Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip
Instrumentation

End ot Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT)
Instrumentation

Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip
(AlWS-RPT) Instrumentation

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation

Reactor Core Isoltion Cooling (RCIC) System Instrumentation

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

[Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC)J System
Instrumentation

Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring

RCS Leakage Detection Instrunmentation

Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protecton System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

Control Rod Block Instrumentation

ROG-38, Rev. 0)

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s). 1433 Only

TSTF-205, Rev. 3

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only'

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

SR 3.3.8.12 Bases

SR 3.3.8.2.1 Bases

SR 3.4.6.2 Bases

SR 3.9.22. Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.4 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.9 Bases

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Bases

SR 3.3.1.2.5 Bases

SR 3.3.1.2.6 Bases

SR 3.3.2.1.1 Bases

.

.

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1433 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

.
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SR 3.32.12 Bases Control Rod Block Instzumentation NUREG(s). 1434 Only

SR 3.32.1.3 Bases Control Rod Block Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.32.1.4 Bases Control Rod Block Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.321.8 Bases Control Rod Block Instrumentation NUREG(s). 1434 Only

SR 3.3.4.1.1 Bases End of Cycle Recrculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) NUREG(s)- 1434 Only
Instrumentation

SR 3.3.4.22 Bases Anticipated Transient Wthout Scram Recirculation Pump Trip NUREG(s)- 1434 Only
(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation

SR 3.3.5.12 Bases Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.3.5.2.2 Bases Reactor Core Isolation Cooblng (RCIC) System Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.3.6.12 Bases Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.3.6.22 Bases Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.3.6.3.2 Bases Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Containment Spray System NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

SR 3.3.6.4.2 Bases

SR 3.3.6.5.1 Bases

SR 3.3.7.12 Bases

SR 3.3.8.12 Bases

SR 3.3.8.2.1 Bases

SR 3.4.7.2 Bases

SR 3.9.1.1 Bases

SR 3.9.22 Bases

Instrumentation

Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU) System Instrumentation

Relief and Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

(Control Room Fresh Air (CRFA)l System Instrumentation

Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

Refueling Equipment Interlocks

Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s). 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only
.
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BASES INSERTS

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-
Technical Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

INSERT B

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-
Technical Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions. In
accordance with Reference 9, the scram contactors must be tested as part of the Manual Scram
Function.

INSERT C

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-
Technical Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

INSERT D

A successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required contacts of
the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.
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Definitions 112 oir

1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

.----------------------------------- NOTE------- ----------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Term

ACTIONS

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE

AXIAL POWER SHAPING
RODS (APSRs)

ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER shall be the maximum
reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor
coolant permitted by consideration of the number
and configuration -of reactor coolant pumps (RCPs)
in operation.

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE shall be the power in the
top half of the core, expressed as a percentage of
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), minus the power in the
bottom half of the core, expressed as a percentage
of RTP.

APSRs shall be control components used to control
the axial power distribution of the reactor core.
The APSRs are positioned manually by the operator
and are not trippable.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy

r iI 1aievas By to known values of the parameter that the channel
fr r~ 7%t !7t orzA,; 9e A ")monitors. The L. SoI6W~1aON shall encompass

h/en ire c an eli/ n tterqqir eyser/

( -rEay 4 'Cindt he CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration
Asf * inri Y of instrument channels with resistance temperature

? detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist
N *,J of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor

behavior and normal calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. Whenever a

(continued)
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1.1

Ia

1.1 Definitions

CHANNEL CALIBRATION
(continued)

CHANNEL CHECK

sensing element is replaced, the next required
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include an inplace cross
calibration that compares the other sensing
elements with the recently installed sensing
element. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed
by means of any series f sequential over aDpin
or otal channel steps 7 tha

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall also include testing
of safety related Reactor Protection System (RPS),
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS), and Emergency Feedwater Initiation and
Control (EFIC) bypass functions for each channel
affected by the bypass operation.

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel
as 1l t e sensor s racticable to verify

f~~~~~~~~ /" < hzx/5 9d

he ESFAS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall also
include testing of ESFAS safety related bypass

\ '*~ 4hnLlPIT Y functions for each channel affected by bypass
operation. 1 -

CONTROL RODS E CONTROL RODS shall be all full length safety and
regulating rods that are used to shut down the
reactor and control power level during maneuvering
operations.

CORE ALTEFRATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel,
sources, or reactivity control components, within
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed
and fuel in the vessel. Suspension of CORE.,.

C,77o Cs rs Itonine7 Aed)
C90 AOf Ati,.? 5o z1 ais O rcl a :4a/

-- - (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a small fraction of [2]% in any 24 hour period.
Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel
outputs.

SR 3.3.1.3

A comparison of power range nuclear instrumentation channels
against incore detectors shall be performed at a 31 day
Frequency when reactor power is > 15% RTP. A Note clarifies
that 24 hours is allowed for performing the first
Surveillance afte, reaching 15% RTP. If the absolute
-difference between the power range and incore measurements
is 2 (2]% RTP, the power range channel is not inoperable,
but a CHANNEL CALIBRATION that adjusts the measured
imbalance to agree with the incore measurements is
necessary. If the power range channel cannot be properly
recalibrated, the channel is declared inoperable. The
calculation of the Allowable Value envelope assumes a
difference in out of core to incore measurements of 2.5%.
Additional inaccuracies beyond those that are measured are
also included in the setpoint envelope calculation. The
31 day Frequency is adequate, considering that long term
drift of the excore linear amplifiers is small and burnup of
the detectors is slow. Also, the excore readings are a
strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuel
bundles, and do not represent an integrated reading across
the core. The slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel
cycle can also be detected at this interval.

SR 3.3.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required RPS
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. Setpoints must be found within the
AlowableVaiue-s specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current unit specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the

(continued)
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip
B 3.3.2

7T F-F-2o as-, sef. 3
BASES

ACTIONS C.l (continued)

or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip
is not required. To achieve this status, all CRD trip
breakers must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
open all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test
verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Tri b
actuation of the CRD trip breakers. The Frequen-y shall be
once prior to each reactor startup if not performed within
the preceding 7 days to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Manual
Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving criticality. The
Frequency was developed in consideration that these
Surveillances are only performed during a unit outage.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [7].
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RPS-RTM
B 3.3.3

Sr 7=-2 P e, we,. 9
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS E SR 3.3.3.1 (continued)

this Frequency, the licensee must justify the
required by the NRC Staff SER for the topical

Frequency as
report. ]

The SRs include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every [45] days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall
verify the OPERABILITY of the RTM and its ability to receive
and properly respond to channel trip and reactor trip

jjnsc, si nals.ev Calculations have shown that the FrequencyA-~ (45 days) maintains a high level of reliability of the
Reactor Trip System in BAW-10167 (Ref. 2).

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [7].

2. BAW-10167, May 1986.
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CRD Trip Devices
B 3.3.4

77 f7T-;2c's, Afev .-
BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the
Required Action.

D.I. D.2. . and D.2.2

If the Required Actions of Condition A, B, or C are not met
within the required Completion Time in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. *To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to
at least MODE 3, with all CRD trip breakers open or with all
power to the CRD System removed within 6 hours. The allowed
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

E.1 and E.2

If the Required Actions of Condition A, B, or C are not met
within the required Completion Time in MODE 4 or 5, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened
or all power to the CRD System removed within 6 hours. The
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to open all CRD trip breakers or
remove all power to the CRD System without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

L: A elI

SR 3.3.4.1

SR 3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every
31 days. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip
devices by actuation of the end devices. Also, this test
independently verifies the undervoltage and shunt trip
mechanisms of the AC breakers.-jThe Frequency of 31 days is
based on operating experience, which has demonstrated that
failure of more than one channel of a given function in any
31 day interval is a rare event.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [7J.
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ESFAS Instrumentation

B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

as inoperable, although during this time period it cannot
initiate ESFAS. This allowance is based on the inability to
perform the Surveillance in the time permitted by the
Required Actions. Eight hours is the average time required
to perform the Surveillance. It is not acceptable to
routinely remove channels from service for more than 8 hours
to perform required Surveillance testing.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
ESFAS channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended functions.+ Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent w-t he assumptions of the current unit specific
setpoint analysis.

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating
experience, with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.

SR 3.3.5.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the
channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are
within the assumptions of the unit specific setpoint
analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the unit specific setpoint analysis.

This Frequency is justified by the assumption of an
[183 month calibration interval to determine the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.4

SR 3.3.5.4 ensures that the ESFAS actuation channel response
times are less than or equal to the maximum times assumed in
the accident analysis. The response time values are the

(continued)
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ESFAS Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

to respond by manually operating the ESF components, if
required.

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate
Condition entry is allowed for each ESFAS manual initiation
Function.

A.1

Condition A applies when one manual initiation channel of
one or more ESFAS Functions becomes inoperable. Required
Action A.1 must be taken to restore the channel to OPERABLE
status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of
72 hours is based on unit operating experience and
administrative controls, which provide alternative means of
ESFAS Function initiation via individual component controls.
The 72 hour Completion Time is consistent with the allowed
outage time for the safety systems actuated by ESFAS.

B.1 and B.2

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 apply if
Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time. If Required Action A.1 cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the unit must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on-operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.6.1

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the ESFAS manual initiation. This test verifies
that the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE and will actuate
the end device (i.e., pump, valves, etc.). wiTe [18] month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance

(continued)
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ESFAS Automatic Actuation Logic
B 3.3.7

-77S 7F-/ -2 i Ec, Vd
BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

equivalent to the automatic actuation logic performing its
safety function ahead of time. In some cases, placing the
component in its engineered safeguard configuration would
violate unit safety or operational considerations. In these
cases, the component status should not be changed, but the
supported system component must be declared inoperable.
Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component
in its engineered safeguard configuration include, but are
not limited to, violation of system separation, activation
of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, or
isolation of fluid systems that are normally functioning.
The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on operating
experience and reflects the urgency associated with the
inoperability of a safety system component.

Required Action A.2 requires entry into the Required Actions
of the affected supported systems, since the true effect of
automatic actuation logic failure is inoperability of the
supported system. The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on
operating experience and reflects the urgency associated
with the inoperability of a safety system component.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.7.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
on a 31 day STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The test demonstrates
that every automatic actuation logic associated with one of
the two safety system trains successfully performs the
two-out-of-three logic combinations every 31 days. All
automatic actuation logics are thus retested every 62 days.
The test simulates the required one-out-of-three inputs to
the logic circuit and verifies the successful operation of

t l the automatic actuation lo ic. The Frequency is based on
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more

At Jthan one channel failing within the same 31 day interval.

Automatic actuation logic response time testing is
incorporated into the response time testing required by
LCO 3.3.5.

(continued)
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EDG LOPS
B 3.3.8

BASES 7 7 - y, c

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.8.1 (continued)

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels
in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes
the chance of loss of protective function due to failure of
redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY
during normal operational use of the displays associated
with this LCO's required channels.

SR 3.3.8.2

The Note allows channel bypass for testing without defining
it as inoperable although during this time period it cannot
actuate-a diesel start. This allowance is based on the
assumption that 4 hours is the average time required to
perform channel Surveillance. The 4 hour testing allowance
does not significantly reduce the probability that the EDG
will start trip when necessary. It is not acceptable to
routinely remove channels from service for more than 4 hours
to perform required Surveillance testing.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required EDG
LOPS channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function- Any setpoint adjustments shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current unit specific
setpoint analysis. The Frequency of 31 days is considered
reasonable based on the reliability of the components and on
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is
rare.

SR 3.3.8.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel, including the sensor. The setpoints and the
response to a loss of voltage and a degraded voltage test
shall include a single point verification that the trip
occurs within the required delay time, as shown in
Reference 1. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that
measurement setpoint errors are within the assumptions of
the unit specific setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS
must be performed consistent with the assumptions of the
unit specific setpoint analysis in Reference 4.

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.11

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.11.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

criteria, it is an indication that the channels are
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.
Off scale low current loop channels are verified to be
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel operability during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.11.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the
required trip, interlock, and alarm functions of the
channel .w Setpoints for both trip and bypass removal
unctions must be found within the Allowable Value specified
in the LCO. (Note that the Allowable Values for the bypass
removal functions :re specified in the Applicable MODES or
Other Specified Condition column of Table 3.3.11-1 as limits
on applicability for the trip Functions.) Any setpoint
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current unit specific setpoint analysis.

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.

SR 3.3.11.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range

(continued)
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EFIC Manual Initiation

B 3.3.12

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.12.1

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST to endure that e channels can perform their intended
functions. otr MFW and Main Steam Line Isolation,

e ed not include actuation of the end device. This
is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure
of valves associated with MFW and Main Steam Line Isolation
or actuating EFW during testing at power. The Frequency of
31 days is based on operating experience that demonstrates
the rarity of more than one channel failing within the same
31 day interval.

REFERENCES . 1. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.

II
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EFIC Logic
B 3.3.13

•/T 2S~ 7?ec. 9
BASES

ACTIONS A.] (continued)

Therefore, the failed channel(s) must be restored to
OPERABLE status to re-establish the system's single-failure
tolerance.

Condition A can be thought of as equivalent to failure of a
single train of a two train safety system (e.g., the safety
function can be accomplished, but a single failure cannot be
taken). Thus, the Completion Time of 72 hours has been
chosen to be consistent with Completion Times for restoring
one inoperable ESF System train.

The EFIC System has not been analyzed for failure of one
train of one Function and the opposite train of the same
Function. In this condition, the potential for system
interactions that disable heat removal capability on EFW has
not been evaluated. Consequently, any combination of
failures in both channels A and B is not covered by
Condition A and must be addressed by entry into LCO 3.0.3.

B.1 and B.2

If Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODES from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1
REQUI REMENTS

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST to ensure that the channels can perform their intended
functions. This test verifies MFW and Main Steam Line
Isolation and EFW initiation automatic actuation logics are
functional. This test simulates the required inputs to the
logic circuit and verifies successful operation of the
automatic actuation logic. The test need not include
actuation of the end device. This is due to the risk of a
unit transient caused by the closure of valves associated

(continued)
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EFIC-EFW-Vector Valve Logic
B 3.3.14

-F5 7-F- 2- os-,7 <X.
BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

These conflicting requirements result in the necessity for
two valves in series, in parallel with two valves in series,
and a four channel valve command system.

With one channel inoperable, the system cannot meet the
single-failure criterion and still meet the dual functional
criteria previously described. Therefore, when one vector
valve logic channel is inoperable, the channel must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is
analogous to having one EFW train inoperable; wherein a
72 hour Completion Time is provided by the Required Actions
of LCO 3.7.4, "EFW System." As such, the Completion Time of
72 hours is based on engineering judgement.

B.1 and B.2

If Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.14.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every 31 days. This test demonstrates that the
EFIC-EFW-vector valve logic performs its function as

z isc.tv4A desired. The Frequency is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel
failing within the same 31 day interval.

REFERENCES None.
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RB Purge Isolation- High Radiation
B 3.3.15

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.15.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are
OPERABLE. The Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is
rare. [At this unit, the following administrative controls
and design features (e.g., downscale alarms) immediately
alert operators to loss of function.]

SR 3.3.15.2

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST once every 92 days to ensure that the channels can
perform their intended functions. This test verifies the
capability of the instrumentation to provide the RB
isolation. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with

. e -assumptions of the current unit specific setpoint
analysis.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the test does not include the
actuation of the purge valves, as these valves are normally
closed.

The justification of a 92 day Frequency, in view of the fact
that there is only one channel, is Draft NUREG-1366
(Ref. 4).

SR 3.3.15.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be
performed consistent with the unit specific setpoint
analysis.

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation-High Radiation
B 3.3.16
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.16.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

average time required to perform channel surveillance. It
is not acceptable to routinely remove channels from service
for more than 3 hours to perform required surveillance
testing.

SR 3.3.16.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
once every 92 days-to ensure that the channels can perform
their intended functions. This test verifies the capability
of the instrumentation to provide the automatic Control Room
Isolation. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with
e assumptions of the current unit specific setpoint

analysis.

The justification of a 92 day Frequency, in view of the fact
that there is only one channel, is Draft NUREG-1:66
(Ref. 3).

SR 3.3.16.3

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
with a setpoint Allowable Value of < [25) mR/hr to ensure
that the instrument channel remains operational with the
correct setpoint. This test is a complete check of the
instrument loop and the transmitter.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be
performed consistent with the unit specific setpoint
analysis.

The Frequency is based on the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and is
consistent with the typical refueling cycle.

(continued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.12.7 (continued) e d

using the PORV for LTOP. PORV actuation is not needed,
it could depressurize the RCS.

as

The f12] hour Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a low
temperature overpressure event during the time. The 31 day
Frequency is based on industry accepted practice and is
acceptable by experience with equipment reliability.

SR 3.4.12.8

The performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is required every
[18] months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the LTOP setpoint
ensures that the PORV will be actuated at the appropriate
RCS pressure by verifying the accuracy of the instrument
string. The calibration can only be performed in shutdown.

The Frequency considers a typical refueling cycle and
industry accepted practice.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. Generic Letter 88-11.

3. FSAR, Section 15.

4. 10 CFR 50.46.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

/ 7if 2 o I ?j
BASES

ACTIONS C.A and C.2 (continued)

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

D.1

With both required monitors inoperable, no automatic means
of monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor.
The check gives reasonable confidence that each channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.15.2

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
mdonitor.XThe test ensures that the monitor can perform its
unction in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm

setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument.string.
The Frequency of 92 days considers instrument reliability,
and operating experience has shown it proper for detecting
degradation.

SR 3.4.15.3 and SR 3.4.15.4

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the required RCS leakage detection
instrumentation channels. The calibration verifies the
accuracy of the instrument string, including the instruments
located inside containment. The Frequency of [18] months is
a typical refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.

(continued) >
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EFW System
B 3.7.5
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.7.5.5

This SR ensures that the EFW System is properly aligned by
verifying the flow paths to each steam generator prior to
entering MODE 2 after more than 30 days in MODE 5 or 6.
OPERABILITY of EFW flow paths must be demonstrated before
sufficient core heat is generated that would require the
operation of the EFW System during a subsequent shutdown.
The Frequency is reasonable, based on engineering judgment,
in view of other administrative controls to ensure that the
flow paths are OPERABLE. To further ensure EFW System
alignment, flow path OPERABILITY is verified, following
extended outages to determine no misalignment of valves has
occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the CST
to the steam generator is properly aligned. (This SR is not
required by those units that use EFW for normal startup and
.shutdown.)

SR 3.7.5.6 and SR 3.7.5.7

For this facility, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the EFW pump suction pressure interlocks are
as-follows: I-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section (9.2.7].

2. FSAR, Section [9.2.8].

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI.
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Definitions 7cQJ .-

1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

-- ----------------------- --------NOTE-----.--------------------------------
The defined terms of.this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
______________________________________________________________________________

Term

ACTIONS

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

ACTUATION LOGIC TEST An ACTUATION LOGIC TEST shall be the application
of various simulated or actual input combinations
in conjunction with each possible interlock logic
statP and the verification of the required logic

/ /L f y o 4 /- output. The ACTUATION LOGIC TEST, as a minimum,
4 /0 shall include a continuity check of output

< A:JoF~ c~rv-y devices.

AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE AFD shall be the difference in normalized flux
(AFD) signals between the [top and bottom halves of a

two section excore neutron detector].

CHANNEL CALIB A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
.:sc-necessary, of the channe 1'6ithat it responds

v within the-fZ;ZE7krange and accuracy to known
e CHANNE CALIBRATION shall encompass *

___v_________ a e r hapn Xluig therqr i q
- Awr itslc iMW~{ ndt fu~dhX/t

-t C JAn f

Calibration of instrument channels with resistance
temperature detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors
may consist of an inplace qualitative assessment
of sensor behavior and normal calibration of the
remaining adjustable devices in the channel.
Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next
required CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include an
inplace cross calibration that compares the other
ensing elements with the recently installed
ensing element. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be
erformed by means of any series of sequential,

overlapping i Ii or total channel st
yj da777/J

I

o4al 0_J'iets -,

on c- hCz~ /Q /

. "-,fS 74
)8 He ar / ,0e1?41914try J

(continued)
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Definitions 'X':. .
1.1

I.
1.1 Definitions (continued)

CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
TEST COT)

Cad/to t)WICL l A

CORE ALTERATION'

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

A COT shall be the injection of a simulated or
actual signal into the channel a lose to the
sensor as Iraci a y tovrif - OPERABILITY of

a na me~qcincude a jus men ~s, as

CORErTE TTMffNshall be the movement of any
sources, or reactivity control components, wit in
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed
and fuel in the vessel. Suspension of CORE
ALTERATIONS shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe position.

The COLR is the unit specific document that
provides cycle specific parameter limits for the
current reload cycle. These cycle specific
parameter limits shall be determined for each
reload cycle in accordance with Specification
5.6.5. Plant operation within these limits is
addressed in individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration
of I-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134,
and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose
conversion factors used for this calculation shall
be those listed in [Table III of TID-14844,
AEC, 1962, "Calculation of Distance Factors for
Power and Test Reactor Sites," or those listed in
Table E-7 of Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1,
NRC, 1977, or ICRP 30, Supplement to Part 1, page

>> ar S ~ S -eW40.YZ

rotor, c t Ott s or o * Sps,+ ( (continued)
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1.1
-J

L~rV._

1.1 Definitions

LEAKAGE
(continued)

systems or not to be pressure boundary
LEAKAGE; or

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE
through a steam generator (SG) to the
Secondary System;

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All LEAKAGE (except RCP seal water injection
or leakoff) that is not identified LEAKAGE;

Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

on 14.. e a. I LEAKAGE (except SG LEAKAGE) through a
.4.- nonisolable fault in an RCS component body,

A pipe wall, or vessel wall.

MASTER RELAY TE A S RELAY TEST shall consist of energizing
; tf Saudi-cmasU -ri a_,iy and verifying the OPERABILITY of

_,eacrelay. The MASTER RELAY TEST shall include a
continuity-check of each associa ed±zlave relayig

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any oiilWlTU~ive
combination of core reactivity condition, power
level, average reactor coolant temperature, and
reactor vessel head closure bolt tensioning
specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor
vessel.

OPERABLE-OPERABILITY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device
shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is
capable of performing its specified safety
function(s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency
electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device to perform its specified
safety function(s) are also capable of performing
their related support function(s).

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
the reactor core and related instrumentation.
These tests are:

(continued)
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1.1 Definitions

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
(continued)

a/ Z ' /A Hef , r ,,

14 Oreo/ 4,nl V'7t.
*4- hdami r

a. All rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are
fully inserted except for the single RCCA of
highest reactivity worth, which is assumed to
be fully withdrawn. With any RCCA not capable
of being fully inserted, the reactivity worth
of the RCCA must be accounted for in the
determination of SDM; and

b. In MODES 1 and 2, the fuel and moderator
temperatures are changed to the [nominal zero
power design level].

SLAVE RELAY

MtIa T V I
TEpI - A YE RELAY - A EST .shall consist of energizing

4;f A I oee4 a3mw rl-J- nd verifying the OPERABILITY of
a af slave relay. The SLAVE RELAY TEST shall-include a continuity check of
associate estable actuation devices...

STAGGERED TEST BASIS

THERMAL POWER

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the
testing of one of the systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components during
the interval specified by the Surveillance
Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components are
tested during n Surveillance Frequency intervals,
where n is the total number of systems,
subsystems, channels, or other designated
components in the associated function.

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST
(TADOT) IA TADOT shall consist of operating the trip

actuating device and verif ing the QPE ll I

OfncA'G 1/ The TADOT shall include adjustment,
necessary, of the trip actuating device so that
actuates at the required setpoint within the
rawiSupe _accuracy.4

as
it

a/ CT 66 Wu 0 %. __ , , , ,_

- CCSC^n7zJ ar,; , ;\

,d. Gus AO 416 LQ Y- M

I

t 7nr o 4 ., S ad eJ aS r S

fowlA ca / shAows, e
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RTS Instrumentation

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

*-7,4 DC

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TADOT every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by

I actuation of the end devices4

F
The RTB test shall include separate verification of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent
verification of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function
not required for the bypass breakers. No capability is
provided for performing such a test at power. The
independent test for bypass-breakers is included in-SR
3.3.1.14. The bypass breaker test shall include a local
shunt trip. A Note has been added to indicate that this
test must be performed on the bypass breaker prior to
placing it in service.

is

The Frequency of every
adequate. It is based
considering instrument
data.

31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
on industry operating experience,
reliability and operating history

SR 3.3.1.5

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,
using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives,
are tested for each protection function. The Frequency of
every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is adequate. It is
based on industry operating experience, considering
instrument reliability and operating history data.

SR 3.3.1.6

SR 3.3.1.6 is a calibration of the excore channels to the
incore channels. If the measurements do not agree, the
excore channels are not declared inoperable but must be
calibrated to agree with the incore detector measurements.
If the excore channels cannot be adjusted, the channels are
declared inoperable. This Surveillance is performed to
verify the f(AI) input to the overtemperature AT Function.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A Note modifies SR 3.3.1.6. The Note states that this
Surveillance is required only if reactor power is > 50% RTP
and that [24J hours is allowed for performing the first
surveillance after reaching 50% RTP.

The Frequency of 92 EFPD is adequate. It is based on
industry operating experience, considering instrument
reliability and operating history data for instrument drift.

SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is the performance of a COT every f92J days.

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform the intended Function.i n. e

Setpoints must be within the Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.1-1.

The difference between the current 'as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. The
setpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptions
of the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

The "as found' and 'as left" values must also be recorded
and reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of
Reference 7.

SR 3.3.1.7 is modified by a Note that provides a 4 hour
delay in the requirement to perform this Surveillance for
source range instrumentation when entering MODE 3 from MODE
2. This Note allows a normal shutdown to proceed without a
delay for testing in MODE 2 and for a short time in MODE 3
until the RTBs are open and SR 3.3.1.7 is no longer required
to be performed. If the unit is to be in MODE 3 with the
RTBs closed for > 4 hours this Surveillance must be
performed prior to 4 hours after entry into MODE 3.

The Frequency of [92] days is justified in Reference 7.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.8 k1sar X

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a COT as described in
SR 3.3.1.7, except it is modified by a Note that this test
shall include verification that the P-6 and P-10 interlocks
are in their required state for the existing unit condition.
The Frequency is modified by a Note that allows this
surveillance to be satisfied if it has been performed within
[92] days of the Frequencies prior to reactor startup and
four hours after reducing power below P-10 and P-6. The
Frequency of 'prior to startup" ensures this surveillance is
performed prior to critical operations and applies to the
source, intermediate and power range low instrument
channels. The Frequency of "4 hours after reducing power
below P-10" (applicable to intermediate and power range low
channels) and "4 hours after reducing power below P-6"
(applicable to source range channels) allows a normal
shutdown to be completed and the unit removed from the MODE
of Applicability for this surveillance without a delay to
perform the testing required by this surveillance. The
Frequency of every 92 days thereafter applies if the plant
remains in the MODE of Applicability after the initial
performances of prior to reactor startup and four hours
after reducing power below P-10 or P-6. The MODE of
Applicability for this surveillance is < P-10 for the power
range low and intermediate range channels and < P-6 for the
source range channels. Once the unit is in MODE 3, this
surveillance is no longer required. If power is to be
maintained < P-10 or < P-6 for more than 4 hours, then the
testing required by this surveillance must be performed
prior to the expiration of the 4 hour limit. Four hours is
a reasonable time to complete the required testing or place
the unit in a MODE where this surveillance is no longer
required. This test ensures that the NIS source,
intermediate, and power range low channels are OPERABLE
prior to taking the reactor critical and after reducing
power into the applicable MODE (< P-10 or < P-6) for periods
> 4 hours.

SR 3.3.1.9

SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a TADOT and is performed
every [92] days, as justified in Reference 7. A<

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES T S -,2 D: t

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

plateau or preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those
curves, and comparing the curves to the manufacturer's data.
This Surveillance is not required for the NIS power range
detectors for entry into MODE 2 or 1, and is not required
for the NIS intermediate range detectors for entry into
MODE 2, because the unit must be in at least MODE 2 to
perform the test for the intermediate range detectors and
MODE 1 for the power range detectors. The (18] month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed on the [18] month Frequency.

SR 3.3.1.12

SR 3.3.1.12 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10, every [18] months. This SR is
modified by a Note stating that this test shall include
verification of the RCS resistance temperature detector
(RTD) bypass loop flow rate.

This test will verify the rate lag compensation for flow
from the core to the RTDs.

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.1.13

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks
( { r ) every [18] months4

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the
interlocks and the multichannel redundancy available, and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.14

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual
Reactor Trip, RCP Breaker Position, and the SI Input from

_EaE&S. This TADOT is performed every [18) months. The test
shall independently verify the OPERABILITY of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms for the Manual
Reactor Trip Function for the Reactor Trip Breakers and
Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass
Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic
undervoltage trip.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the
Functions and the multichannel redundancy available, and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

The SR is
setpoints
setpoints

modified by a Note that excludes verification of
from the TADOT. The Functions affected have no
associated with them.

SR 3.3.1.15

SR 3.3.1.15 is the performance of a TADOT of Turbine Trip
--,se.4 D I Functions._ This TADOT is as described in SR 3.3.1.4, except

that this test is performed prior to reactor startup. A
Note states that this Surveillance is not required if it has
been performed within the previous 31 days. Verification of
the Trip Setpoint does not have to be performed for this
Surveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that the
turbine trip Function is OPERABLE prior to taking the
reactor critical. This test cannot be performed with the
reactor at power and must therefore be performed prior to
reactor startup.

SR 3.3.1.16

SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the individual channel/train
actuation response times are less than or equal to the
maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. Response
time testing acceptance criteria are included in Technical
Requirements Manual, Section 15 (Ref. 8). Individual
component response times are not modeled in the analyses.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

tester is not used and the continuity check does not have to
be performed, as explained in the Note. This SR is applied
to the balance of plant actuation logic and relays that do
not have the SSPS test circuits installed to utilize the
semiautomatic tester or perform the continuity check. This
test is also performed every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS. The Frequency is adequate based on industry
operating experience, considering instrument reliability and
operating history data.

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuity
check of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relay
coil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave
relay, but large enough to demonstrate signal path
continuity. This test is performed every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The time allowed for the testing
(4 hours) and the surveillance interval are justified in
Reference 8.

SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.5 is the performance of a COT.

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform the intended Function.
Setpoints must be found within the Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.1-1.

The difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test 'as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. The
setpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptions
of the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

The "as found' and 'as left" values must also be recorded
and reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

surveillance interval extension analysis (Ref. 8) when
applicable.

The Frequency of 92 days is justified in Reference 8.

SR 3.3.2.6

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation
equipment that may be operated in the design mitigation MODE
is either allowed to function, or is placed in a condition
where the relay contact operation can be verified without
operation of the equipment. Actuation equipment that may
not be operated in the design mitigation MODE is prevented
from operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this
latter case, contact operation is verified by a continuity
check of the circuit containing the slave relay. This test
is performed every [92] days. The Frequency is adequate,
based on industry operating experience, considering
instrument reliability and operating history data.

SR 3.3.2.7

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a TADOT every [92] days.
This test is a check of the Loss of Offsite Power,
Undervoltage RCP, and AFW Pump Suction Transfer on Suction

D Pressure-Low Functions. Each Function is tested up to, and
l jjgHewt including, the master transfer relay coils. ji

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the SSPS. The SR is modified by a Note
that excludes verification of setpoints for relays. Relay
setpoints require elaborate bench calibration and are
verified during CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The Frequency is
adequate. It is based on industry operating experience,
considering instrument reliability and operating history
data.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued

SR 3.3.2.8

I) SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions and AFW pump start
on trip of all MFW pumps. It is performed every
[18] months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested up
to, and including, the master relay coils' In some
instances, the test includes actuation of the end device
(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The Frequency is
adequate, based on industry operating experience and is
consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The SR is
modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints
during the TADOT for manual initiation Functions. The
manual initiation Functions have no associated setpoints.

SR 3.3.2.9

SR 3.3.2.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [183 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology. The
difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of [18] months is based on the assumption of
an [18] month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint
methodology.

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to
the prescribed values where applicable.

SR 3.3.2.10

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMES
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.11 (continued)

Trip Interlock, and the Frequency is once per RTB cycle.
This Frequency is based on operating experience
demonstrating that-undetected failure of the P-4 interlock
sometimes occurs when the RTB is cycled.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT. The Function tested has no
associated setpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [6].

2. FSAR, Chapter [7].

3. FSAR, Chapter [15].

4. IEEE-279-1971.

5. 10 CFR 50.49.

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study.

7. NUREG-1218, April 1988.

8. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev. 1, June 1990.

9. Technical Requirements Manual, Section 15. "Response
Times."
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.4.3 (continued)

The Frequency of [18] months is based upon operating
experience and consistency with the typical industry
refueling cycle.

SR 3.3.4.4

SR 3.3.4.4 is the performance of a TADOT every 18 months.
This test should verify the OPERABILITY of the rdactor trip
breakers (RTBs) open and closed indication on the remote
shutdown panel, by actuating the RTBs The Frequency is
based upon operating experience and consistency with the
typical industry refueling outage. -__

( ln-sc,4 D
k E

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.
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LOP DG Start 
Instrumentation

LOP DG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.2 1D
SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a TADOT. tThis test is
performed every [31 days]. The test checks trip devices
that provide actuation signals directly, bypassing the
analog process control equipment. For these tests, the
relay Trip Setpoints are verified and adjusted as necessary.
The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the
relays and controls and the multichannel redundancy
available, and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.3.5.3

SR 3.3.5.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The setpoints, as well as the response to a loss of voltage
and a degraded voltage test, shall include a single point
verification that the trip occurs within the required time
delay, as shown in Reference 1.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18) months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

The Frequency of [18] months is based on operating
experience and consistency with the typical industry
refueling cycle and is justified by the assumption of an
[18] month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [8.3].

2. FSAR, Chapter [15].

3. Unit Specific RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study.
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Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.6.2

SR 3.3.6.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The train being tested is placed in the bypass condition,
thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through the
semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with
and without applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. In addition, the master relay coil is
pulse tested for continuity. This verifies that the logic
modules are OPERABLE and there is an intact voltage signal
path to the master relay coils. This test is performed
every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillance
interval is acceptable based on instrument reliability and
industry operating experience.

SR 3.3.6.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuity
check of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relay
coil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave
relay, but large enough to demonstrate signal path
continuity. This test is performed every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillance interval-is
acceptable based on instrument reliability and industry
operating experience.

SR 3.3.6.4

A COT is performed every 92 days on each required channel to
ensure the entire channel will perform the intended
Function.+ The Frequency is based on the staff

14X recommendation for increasing the availability of radiation
monitors according to NUREG-1366 (Ref. 2). This test
verifies the capability of the instrumentation to provide
the containment purge and exhaust system isolation. The

(continued)
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Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

TS 7F-;2o 0 .
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

setpoint shall be left consistent with the current unit
specific calibration procedure tolerance.

SR 3.3.6.5

SR 3.3.6.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. . Actuation
equipment that may be operated in the design mitigation mode
is either allowed to function or is placed in a condition
where the relay contact operation can be verified without
operation of the equipment. Actuation equipment that may
not be operated in the design mitigation mode is prevented
from operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this
latter case, contact operation is verified by a continuity
check of the circuit containing the slave relay. This test
is performed every [92] days. The Frequency is acceptable
based on instrument reliability and industry operating
experience.

SR 3.3.6.6

SR 3.3.6.6 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions and is performed
every [18] months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested
up to, and including, the master relay coils. In some
instances, the test includes actuation of the end device i
(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.).

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the SSPS, bypassing the analog process
control equipment. The SR is modified by a Note that
excludes verification of setpoints during the TADOT. The
Functions tested have no setpoints associated with them.

The Frequency is based on the known reliability of the
Function and the redundancy available, and has been shown to
be acceptable through operating experience.

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.7.2

A COT is performed once every 92 days on each required
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function. This test verifies the capability of the
instrumentation to provide the CREFS actuation. Th
setpoints shall be left consistent with the unit specific
calibration procedure tolerance. The Frequency is based o
the known reliability of the monitoring equipment and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.3.7.3

SR 3.3.7.3 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The train being tested is placed in the bypass condition,
thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through the
semiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, with
and without applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. In addition, the master relay coil is
pulse tested for continuity. This verifies that the logic
modules are OPERABLE and there is an intact voltage signal
path to the master relay coils. This test is performed
every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Frequency is
justified in WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev. 1 (Ref. 1).

SR 3.3.7.4

SR 3.3.7.4 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuity

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

check of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relay
coil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave
relay, but large enough to demonstrate signal path
continuity. This test is performed every 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Frequency is acceptable based on
instrument reliability and industry operating experience.

SR 3.3.7.5

SR 3.3.7.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation
equipment that may be operated in the design mitigation MODE
is either allowed to function or is placed in a condition
where the relay contact operation can be verified without
operation of the equipment. Actuation equipment that may
not be operated in the design mitigation MODE is prevented
from operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this
latter case, contact operation is verified by a continuity
check of the circuit containing the slave relay. This test
is performed every [92] days. The Frequency is acceptable
based on instrument reliability and industry operating
experience.

SR 3.3.7.6

SR 3.3.7.6 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions and is performed
every [18] months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested
up to, and including, the master relay coils. n In some
instances, the test includes actuation of the end device
(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). D

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuation
signals directly to the Solid State Protection System,
bypassing the analog process control equipment. The
Frequency is based on the known reliability of the Function
and the redundancy available, and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience. The SR is modified
by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints during the

(continued)
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FBACS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument channels could be an indication
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.8.2

A COT is performed once every 92 days on each required
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function. This test verifies the capability of the
instrumentation to provide the FBACS actuation. The
setpoints shall be left consistent with the unit specific
calibration procedure tolerance. The Frequency *of 92 days
is based on the known reliability of the monitoring
equipment and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.3.8.3

SR 3.3.8.3 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The actuation logic is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. All possible logic combinations, with and
without applicable permissives, are tested for each
protection function. The Frequency is based on the known

(continued)
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FBACS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

reliability of the relays and controls and the multichannel
redundancy available, and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

SR 3.3.8.4

SR 3.3.8.4 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the manual actuation functions and is performed
every J18] months. Each manual actuation function is tested
up to, and including, the master relay coils.
instances, the test includes actuation of the end device
(e.g., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The Frequency is
based on operating experience and is consistent with the
typical industry refueling cycle. The SR is modified by a
Note that excludes verification of setpoints during the
TADOT. The Functions tested have no setpoints associated
with them.

SR 3.3.8.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. The
Frequency is based on operating experience and is consistent
with the typical industry refueling cycle.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.

2. Unit Specific Setpoint Calibration Procedure.
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BDPS
B 3.3.9.
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BASES

ACTIONS B.1. B.2.1. B.2.2.1. and B.2.2.2 (continued)

once per 12 hours thereafter. This backup action is
intended to confirm that no unintended boron dilution has
occurred while the BDPS was inoperable, and that the
required SDM has been maintained. The specified Completion
Time takes into consideration sufficient time for the
initial determination of SDM and other information available
in the control room related to SDM.

SURVEILLANCE The BDPS trains are subject to a COT and a CHANNEL
REQUIREMENTS CALIBRATION.

SR 3.3.9.1

SR 3.3.9.1 requires the performance of a COT every
[92] days, to ensure that each train of the BDPS and
associated trip setpoints are fully operational. This test
shall include verification that the boron dilution alarm
setpoint is equal to or less than an increase of twice the
count rate within a 10 minute period. The Frequency of
[92] days. is consistent with the requirements for source
range channels in WCAP-10271-P-A (Ref. 2).

SR 3.3.9.2

SR 3.3.9.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the
instrument loop, including the sensor. The test verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. For the BDPS, the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall include verification that on a simulated
or actual boron dilution flux doubling signal the
centrifugal charging pump suction valves from the RWST open,
and the normal CVCS volume control tank discharge valves
close in the required closure time of < 20 seconds.

The Frequency is based on operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle.

(continued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 72 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of
other administrative controls available to the operator in
the control room, such as valve position indication, that
verify that the PORV block valve remains open.

SR 3.4.12.7

Each required RHR suction relief valve shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by verifying its RHR suction valve and RHR suction
isolation valve are open and by testing it in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program. (Refer to SR 3.4.12.4
for the RHR suction valve Surveillance and for a description
of the requirements of the Inservice Testing Program.) This
Surveillance is only performed if the RHR suction relief
valve is being used to satisfy this LCO.

Every 31 days the RHR suction isolation valve is verified
locked open, with power to the valve operator removed, to
ensure that accidental closure will not occur. The "locked
open" valve must be locally verified in its open position
with the manual actuator locked in its inactive position.
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve position.

SR 3.4.12.8

Performance of a COT is required within 12 hours after
decreasing RCS temperature to < [275]F and every 31 days on
each required PORV to verify and, as necessary, adjust its
lift setpoint The COT will verify the setpoint is within
the PTLR allowed maximum limits in the PTLR. PORV actuation
could depressurize the RCS and is not required.

The 12 hour Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a low
temperature overpressure event during this time.

A Note has been added indicating that this SR is required to
be met 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature to
< [275J'F. The COT cannot be performed until in the LTOP
MODES when the PORV lift setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES /S 7TF-20, os cv

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued)

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

F.1

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of
monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required..

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor.
The check gives reasonable confidence that the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.15.2

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a COT on the
required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. The
test ensures that the monitor can perform its function in
the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm setpoint
and relatve accuracy of the instrument string. The

CFrequency of 92 days considers instrument reliability, and
operating experience has shown that it is proper-for
detecting degradation.

SR 3.4.15.3. rSR 3.4.15.4. and SR 3.4.15.51

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. The Frequency of [18] months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability. Again,
operating experience has proven that this Frequency is
acceptable.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions
B 3.4.19
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

When THERMAL POWER is > the P-7 interlock setpoint 10%, the
only acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip
breakers (RTBs) are opened immediately in accordance with
Required Action A.1 to prevent operation of the fuel beyond
its design limits. Opening the RTBs will shut down the
reactor and prevent operation of the fuel outside of its
design limits.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.19.1

Verification that the power level is < the P-7 interlock
setpoint (10%) will ensure that the fuel design criteria are
not violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.
The Frequency of once per hour is adequate to ensure that
the power level does not exceed the limit. Plant operations
are conducted slowly during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS
and monitoring the power level once per hour is sufficient
to ensure that the power level does not exceed the limit.

SR 3.4.19.2

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors and
the P-7 interlock setpoint must be verified to be OPERABLE
and adjusted to the proper value. A COT is performed within
12 hours prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This
will ensure that the RTS is properly aligned to provide the
required degree of core protection during the performance of
the PHYSICSTEILTS.-iThe time limit of 12 hours is sufficient
to -ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE shortly
before initiating PHYSICS TESTS.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1, 1988.
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1.1 Definitions

------------ …--------NOTE…-------------------

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
______________________________________________________________________________

.. . _

Term

ACTIONS

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken uoder
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) ASI shall be the power generated in the
of the core less the power generated in
half of the core, divided by the sum of
generated in the lower and upper halves
core.

lower half
the upper
the power
of the

ASI = lower - upper
lower + upper

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT
(Tq) -Digital

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT
(Tq) -Analog

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be the power asymmetry
between azimuthally symmetric fuel assemblies.

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be the maximum of the
difference between the power generated in any core
quadrant (upper or lower) (Pquad) and the average
power of all quadrants (Pavs) in that half (upper
or lower) of the core, divided by the average
power of all quadrants in that half (upper or
lower) of the core.

Tq = Max Pquad - Pavg

Pav9

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy
to known values of the parameter that the channel
monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass

(continued)
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Definitions ZV.3

1.1

1.1 Definitions

I

CHANNEL CALIBRATION t1 /c 'di t
(continued) / 'a~ijsla 1Yl t

e CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Ca i ri on
/A detectoruent channels with resistance temperature

detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist
Ott C h any "' ; -of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor

1- , 2SQ ., ,behavior and normal calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. Whenever a

ChA ^4 \sensing element is replaced, the next required
Co i 7 cY GC- CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall include an inplace cross

I calibration that compares the other sensiog
-- - _ - elements with the recently installed sensing

element. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed
by means of any series of sequential ovrapi

:HANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

C

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog and bistable channels-the injection of
_ -A. - _s_ _Z_ __ I Z_ A._ -E 4.L- _L _ Ia simulated or LLUdl bglidl JIgLU L1.t WihdllItH

as close to the sensor as practicable to
/ Sc// tv~;Ls1 vrif PRJABILITY: pcuyh% yeau)teW Dear

, T b. Digital computer channels-the use of
-c d; >, rw<2 . t tdiagnostic programs to test digital computer

v f hardware and the injection of simulated
process datz*ito the channel to verify

@.. UABILT r0uTIMTLC mCOI I/rJ / Fl fIB t

TI.- rLIAMNII ral rPTnMKA1 TCCT m-itv ha nnvrfnrmnA kv

I

I lit: ..I1Jl1IL.L UUIU I LuI]ML. I L.J I IIC10 uW Fj-i I WI 6U v;

means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel steps so that the entire channel is
tested.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating (Analog)
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Change, every [92] days to ensure the entire channel will
perform its intended function when needed. se

In addition to power supply tests, The RPS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in Reference 7. These tests verify that the RPS
is capable of performing its intended function, from
bistable input through the RTCBs. They include:

Bistable Tests

The bistable setpoint must be found to trip within the
Allowable Values specified in the LCO and left set
consistent with the assumptions of the plant specific
setpoint analysis (Ref. 5). As found and as left values
must also be recorded and reviewed for consistency with the
assumptions of the frequency extension analysis. The
requirements for this review are outlined in Reference 6.

A test signal is superimposed on the input in one channel at
a time to verify that the bistable trips within the
specified tolerance around the setpoint. This is done with
the affected RPS channel trip channel bypassed. Any
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
Frequency extension analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference (9].

Matrix Logic Tests

Matrix Logic tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. This test is
performed one matrix at a time. It verifies that a
coincidence in the two input channels for each Function
removes power from the matrix relays. During testing, power
is applied to the matrix relay test coils and prevents the
matrix relay contacts from assuming their de-energized
state. This test will detect any short circuits around the
bistable contacts in the coincidence logic, such as may be
caused by faulty bistable relay or trip channel bypass
contacts.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment (Analog)
B 3.1.5

BASES T

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,1.5.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

can be detected, and protection can be provided by the CEA
deviation circuits.

SR 3.1.5.4

Demonstrating the CEA deviation circuit is OPERABLE verifies
the circuit is functional. The 31 day Frequency takes into
account other information continuously available-to the
operator in the control room, so that during CEA movement,
deviations can be detected, and protection can be provided
by the CEA motion inhibit.

SR 3.1.5.5

Verifying each CEA is trippable would require that each CEA
be tripped. In MODES 1 and 2, tripping each CEA would
result in radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations.
Therefore, individual CEAs are exercised every 92 days to
provide increased confidence that all CEAs continue to be
trippable, even if they are not regularly tripped. A C
movement of [5 inches] is adequate to demonstrate motion
without exceeding the alignment limit when only one CEA is
being moved. The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration
other information available to the operator in the control
room and other surveillances being performed more
frequently, which add to the determination of OPERABILITY of
the CEAs. Between required performances of SR 3.1.5.5, if a
CEA(s)is discovered to be immovable, but remains trippable
and aligned, the CEA is considered to be OPERABLE. At any
time, if a CEA(s) is immovable, a determination of the
trippability (OPERABILITY) of the CEA(s) must be made, and
appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.5.6

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each reed switch
-position transmitter channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE
and capable of indicating CEA position over the entire

I.vSe,+ length of the CEA's travel.- Since this Surveillance must be
p ormedWhen the reactor is shut down, an 18 month
Frequency to be coincident with refueling outage was

(continued)
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CEA Alignment (Digital)
B 3.1.5
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BASES

, -

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.5.3 (continued)

which add to the determination of OPERABILITY of the CEAs
(Ref. 7). Between required performances of SR 3.1.5.3, if a
CEA(s) is discovered to be immovable but remains trippable
and aligned, the CEA is considered to be OPERABLE. At
anytime, if a CEA(s) is immovable, a determination of the
trippability (OPERABILITY) of that CEA(s) must be made, and
appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.5.4

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each reed switch
position transmitter channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE
and capable of indicating CEA position over the entire

I11 1 ;h of the CEA's travel. Since this test must be
performed when the reactor is shut down, an 18 month
Frequency to be coincident with refueling outage was
selected. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass this Surveillance when performed at
a Frequency of once every 18 months. Furthermore, the
Frequency takes into account other surveillances being
performed at shorter Frequencies, which determine the
OPERABILITY of the CEA Reed Switch Indication System.

SR 3.1.5.5

Verification of full length CEA drop times determines that
the maximum CEA drop time permitted is consistent with the
assumed drop time used in the safety analysis (Ref. 7).
Measuring drop times prior to reactor criticality, after
reactor vessel head removal, ensures the reactor internals
and CEDM will not interfere with CEA motion or drop time,
and that no degradation in these systems has occurred that
would adversely affect CEA motion or drop time. Individual
CEAs whose drop times are greater than safety analysis
assumptions are not OPERABLE. This SR is performed prior to
criticality due to the plant conditions needed to perform
the SR and the potential for an unplanned plant transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.6

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Logs of Load, Power Rate of
Change, and Manual Trip channels is performed prior to a
reactor startup to ensure the entir channel will perform
its intended function if required. The Loss of Load
pressure sensor cannot be tested during reactor operation
without closing the high pressure TSV, which would result in
a turbine trip or reactor trip. The Power Rate of
Change-High trip Function is required during startup
operation and is bypassed when shut down or > 15% RTP. The
Manual Trip Function can either be tested at power or
shutdown; however, the simplicity of this circuitry and the
absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate.
Additionally, operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a
Frequency of once per 7 days prior to each reactor startup.

se SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.4, except SR 3.3.1.7 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
s ar ups Proper operation of bypass permissives is critical
during plant startup because the bypasses must be in place
to allow startup operation and must be removed at the
appropriate points during power ascent to enable certain
reactor trips. Consequently, the appropriate time to verify
bypass removal function OPERABILITY is just prior to
startup. The allowance to conduct this test within 92 days
of startup is based on the reliability analysis presented in
topical report CEN-327, 'RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Evaluation" (Ref. 9). Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.1.4. Therefore, further testing of the bypass
function after startup is unnecessary.

SR 3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown (Analog)
B 3.3.2
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.2 (continued)

required. The Power Rate of Change-High trip Function is
required during startup operation and is bypassed when shut
down or > 15% RTP. Additionally, operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at a Frequency of once every 92 days prior to
each reactor startup.

SR 3.3.2.3

SR 3.3.2.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.2.2, except SR 3.3.2.3 is applicable only to bypass
Functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup.

Proper operation of bypass permissives is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate
points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
Consequently, the appropriate time to verify bypass removal
function OPERABILITY is just prior to startup. The
allowance to conduct this Surveillance within 92 days of
startup is based on the reliability analysis presented in
topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Evaluation" (Ref. 5). Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of the bypass
function after startup is unnecessary.

iK)J

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains

(continued)
., ...;
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog)
B 3.3.3
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Reviewer's Note: In order for a plant to take credit for -
topical reports as the basis for justifying Frequencies,
topical reports must be supported by an NRC staff Safety
Evaluation Report that establishes the acceptability of each
topical report for that unit (Ref. 4). _

SR 3.3.3.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS Logic channel and RTCB
channel is performed every [92] days to ensure tfie entire

canel will perform its intended function when needed -)

In addition to power supply tests, the RPS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in Reference 3. These tests verify that the RPS
is capable of performing its intended function, from
bistable input through the RTCBs. The first test, the
bistable test, is addressed by SR 3.3.1.4 in LCO 3.3.1.

This SR addresses the two tests associated with the RPS
Logic: Matrix Logic and Trip Path.

Matrix Logic Tests

These tests are performed one matrix at a time. They verify
that a coincidence in the two input channels for each
Function removes power from the matrix relays. During
testing, power is applied to the matrix relay test coils and
prevents the matrix relay contacts from assuming their
de-energized state. The Matrix Logic tests will detect any
short circuits around the bistable contacts in the
coincidence logic such as may be caused by faulty bistable
relay or trip channel bypass contacts.

Trip Path Tests

These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic tests, except
that test power is withheld from one matrix relay at a time,
allowing the initiation circuit to de-energize, opening the
affected set of RTCBs. The RTCBs must then be closed prior
to testing the other three initiation circuits, or a reactor
trip may result.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog)
B 3.3.3
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SURVEILLANCE TriD Path Tests (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the reliability
analysis presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 5).

SR 3.3.3.2 | I1.ce4 )
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Manual Trip channels is
performed prior to a reactor startup to ensure the entir
channel will perform its intended function if required. The
Manual Trip Function can be tested either at power or
shutdown. However, the simplicity of this circuitry and the
absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate.
Additionally, operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed once
within 7 days prior to each reactor startup.

SR 3.3.3.3

Each RTCB is actuated by an undervoltage coil and a shunt
trip coil. The system is designed so that either
de-energizing the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt
trip coil will cause the circuit breaker to open. When an
RTCB is opened, either during an automatic reactor trip or
by using the manual push buttons in the control room, the
undervoltage coil is de-energized and the shunt trip coil is
energized. This makes it impossible to determine if one of
the coils or associated circuitry is defective.

Therefore, once every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
is performed that individually tests all four sets of
undervoltage coils and all four sets of shunt trip coils.
During undervoltage coil testing, the shunt trip coils shall
remain de-energized, preventing their operation.
Conversely, during shunt trip coil testing, the undervoltage
coils shall remain energized, preventing their operation.
This Surveillance ensures that every undervoltage coil and
every shunt trip coil is capable of performing its intended
function and that no single active failure of any RTCB
component will prevent a reactor trip. Ie 18 month
Frequency is based on the need to perforn his Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation 
(Analog)

ESFAS Instrumentation (Analog)
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal operational use of
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.4.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every [92] days to
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
whenneef

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST tests the individual sensor
subsystems using an analog test input to each bistable.

A test signal is superimposed on the input in one channel at
a time to verify that the bistable trips within the
specified tolerance around the setpoint. Any setpoint
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [8].

SR 3.3.4.3

SR 3.3.4.3 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.4.2, except 3.3.4.3 is performed within 92 days prior
to startup and is only applicable to bypass Functions.
These include the Pressurizer Pressure-Low bypass and the

x MSIS Steam Generator Pressure -Low bypass. 9f

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for proper operation of the
bypass removal Functions is critical during plant heatups
because the bypasses may be in place prior to entering
MODE 3 but must be removed at the appropriate points during
plant startup to enable the ESFAS Function. Consequently,
just prior to startup is the appropriate time to verify

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Trip (Analog)

ESFAS Logic and Manual Trip (Analog)
B 3.3.5

BASES (

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2
(continued)

Condition D is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition C are not met. If
Required Action C.1 cannot be met within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and
to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
when needed. Sensor subsystem tests are addressed in

t |n~S A )LCO 3.3.4. This SR addresses Actuation Logic testsp

Actuation Logic Tests

Actuation subsystem testing includes injecting one trip
signal into each two-out-of-four logic subsystem in each
ESFAS Function and using a bistable trip input to satisfy
the trip logic. Initiation relays associated with the
affected channel will then actuate the individual ESFAS
components. Since each ESFAS Function employs subchannels
of Actuation Logic, it is possible to actuate individual
components without actuating an entire ESFAS Function.

Note 1 requires that Actuation Logic tests include operation
of initiation relays. Note 2 allows deferred at power
testing of certain relays to allow for the fact that
operating certain relays during power operation could cause
plant transients or equipment damage. Those initiation
relays that cannot be tested at power must be tested in
accordance with Note 2. These include [SIAS No. 5, SIAS
No. 10, CIAS No. 5, and MSIS No. 1.]

These relays actuate the following components, which cannot
be tested at power:

* RCP seal bleedoff isolation valves;

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Trip (Analog)
B 3.3.5
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE Actuation Logic Tests (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

* Service water isolation valves;
* VCT discharge valves;
* Letdown stop valves;
* CCW to and from the RCPs;
* MSIVs and feedwater isolation valves; and
* Instrument air containment isolation valves.

The reasons that each of the above cannot be fully tested at
power are stated in Reference 1. 6

These tests verify that the ESFAS is capable of performing
its intended function, from bistable input through the
actuated components.

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the reliability
analysis presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 2).

SR 3.3.5.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual ESFAS
actuation circuitry, de-energizing relays and providing

On terra |Manual Trip of the Function:X
This Surveillance verifies that the trip push buttons are
capable of opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as
designed, de-energizing the initiation relays and providing
Manual Trip of the Function. The [18] month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at a Frequency of once every
[18] months.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [7.3].

2. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989.
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DG-LOVS (Analog)
B 3.3.6
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.6.1 (continued)

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based upon
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is
rare. Since the probability of two random failures in
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels..

SR 3.3.6.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every [92] days to
ensure that the entire channel will perform its intended

The Frequency of [92] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given function in any [92] day Frequency is a rare event.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [6].

SR 3.3.6.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy of
each component within the instrument channel. This includes
calibration of the undervoltage relays and demonstrates that
the equipment falls within the specified operating
characteristics defined by the manufacturer.

The Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account
for instrument drift between successive calibrations to

(continued)
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B 3.3.7
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.7.1 (continued)

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels..

w_ ~ SR 3.3.7.2X

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfor ed on each containment
radiation monitoring channel to ens re the entire channel
will perform its intended function. Any setpoint adjustment
shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current
plant specific setpoint analysis.

The Frequency of [92] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given Function in any [92] day interval is a rare event.

SR 3.3.7.3

Proper operation of the initiation relays is verified by
de-energizing these relays during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the Actuation Logic every [31] days. This will
actuate the Function, operating all associated equipment.
Proper operation of the equipment actuated by each train is
thus verified.- A Note indicates this Surveillance includes
erification of operation for each initiation relay.-.

The Frequency of [31] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY, which
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given Function in any [31] day interval is a rare event.

(continued)

K). .
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CPIS (Analog)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENT

(continued)

SR 3.3.7.4

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS
must be performed consistent with the plant specific
setpoint analysis.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.7.5

-

Every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
the manual CPIS actuation circuitry..,>

is performed on

This Surveillance verifies that the trip push buttons are
capable of opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as
designed, de-energizing the initiation relays and providing
Manual Trip of the Function. The [18] month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at a Frequency of once every
18 months.

SR 3.3.7.6

This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are less than or equal to the maximum times assumed in
the analyses. The 18 month Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which
make up the bulk of the response time, is included. Testing

(continued)
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CRIS (Analog)
B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued)
REQUI REMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

At this unit, the following administrative controls and
design features (e.g., downscale alarms) immediately alert
operations to loss of function in the nonredundant channels. t..,

At this unit, verification of sample system alignment and 7
operation for gaseous, particulate, and iodine monitors is
required as follows:

SR 3.3.8.2

Cv~ev,4 atA CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the requi ed
control room radiation monitoring channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform its intended function. Any
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
frequency extension analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [4].

The Frequency of (92] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given Function in any (92] day interval is a rare event.

(continued)
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CRIS (Analog)
B 3.3.8
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.8.3

Proper operation of the individual initiation
verified by de-energizing these relays during
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic every I
This will actuate the Function, operating all
equipment. Proper operation of the equipment
each train is thus verified.

relays is
the CHANNEL
[31J days.
associated
actuated by

The Frequency of [31] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY, which
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given Function in any [31] days interval is a rare event.

Note 1 indicates this Surveillance includes verification of
operation for each initiation relay.

Note 2 indicates that relays that cannot be tested at power
are excepted from the Surveillance Requirement while at
power. These relays must, however, be tested during each
entry into MODE 5 exceeding 24 hours unless they have been
tested within the previous 6 months.

SR 3.3.8.4

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillances. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [4].

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of
calibration interval for the determination of
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

an [18] month
the magnitude

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

A}~r4~1

SR 3.3.8.5

Every (18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the manual CRIS actuation circuitry.,

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as designed,
de-energizing the initiation relays and providing Manual
Trip of the function. The [18] month Frequency is based on
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that. apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a
Frequency of once every (18] months.

SR 3.3.8.6

This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are less than the maximum times assumed in the
analyses. The (18] month Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which
make up the bulk of the response time, is included in the
Surveillance testing.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [15].

2. Plant Protection System Selection of Trip Setpoint
Values."

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

4. [ ].

k
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CVCS Isolation Signal (Analog)
B 3.3.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.9.2

Tg A )A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each channel to
ensure he entire channel will perform its intended

nc ion. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with
the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [3].

The Frequency of 31 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given Function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.

Proper operation of the individual subgroup relays is
verified by de-energizing these relays during the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic every 31 days. This
will actuate the Function, operating all associated
equipment. Proper operation of the equipment actuated by
each train is thus verified. Note 1 indicates this test
includes verification of operation for each initiation
relay. [At this unit, the verification is conducted as
follows:]

Note 2 indicates that relays that cannot be tested at power
are excepted from the SR while at power. These relays must,
however, be tested during each entry into MODE 5 exceeding
24 hours unless they have been tested within the previous
6 months.

[At this unit, the basis for this test exception is as
follows:]

(continued)
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SBFAS (Analog)
B 3.3.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function
exceeds those specified in the Conditions associated with
the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the safety
analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should be immediately
entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation.

A.

Condition A applies to the failure of one SBFAS Manual Trip
channel or of one Actuation Logic associated with the
Chemical and Volume Control System Isolation Signal or
SBFAS. Required Action A.1 requires restoration of the
inoperable channel to restore redundancy of the affected
Function. The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent
with the Completion Time of other ESFAS Functions employing
similar logic and should be adequate for most repairs while
minimizing the risk of operating with an inoperable channel
for a manually actuated Function.

B.1 and B.2

Condition B specifies the shutdown track to be followed if C '
the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met. If Required Action A.1 cannot be
met within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

The SBFAS can be initiated either on a Safety Injection
Actuation Signal (SIAS) or manually. This Surveillance is a
restatement of SR 3.3.5.1 on the SIAS Function. Performing
SR 3.3.5.1 satisfies this Surveillance. The Frequency is
the same as that for SR 3.3.5.1. )

(continued)
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SBFAS (Analog)
B 3.3.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.10.2

Every [18) months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the manual SBFAS actuation circuitry.

This Surveillance verifies that the tip pushe
capable of opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as
designed, de-energizing the initiation relays and providing
Manual Trip of the Function. The 18 month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at a Frequency of once every
(18] months.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [15].
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog)
B 3.3.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

that the channel responds to the measured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy.

The 18 month Frequency is based upon the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

The SR is modified by a Note, which excludes neutron
detectors from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

' _______SR 3.3.1.

SR 3.3.12.4 is th performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every 18 months. This Surveillance should verify the
OPERABILITY of the reactor trip circuit breaker (RTCB)
open/closed indication on the remote shutdown panels by
actuating the RTCBs. The Frequency of 1B months was chosen
because the RTCBs cannot be exercised while the unit is at
power. Operating experience has shown that these components

i, usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a Frequency
of once every 18 months. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19,and Appendix R.

2. NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER).
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(Logarithmic] Power Monitoring Channels (Analog)

[Logarithmic) Power Monitoring Channels (Analog)
-B 3.3.13

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and
should be based on a combination of the channel instrument
uncertainties including control isolation, indication, and
readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may
be an indication that the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside its limits. If the
channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that
the channels are OPERABLE.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels. CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every (921 days to
ensure that the entire ch nnel is capable of properly
indicating neutron flux. Internal test circuitry is used to
feed preadjusted test signals into the preamplifier to
verify channel alignment. It is not necessary to test the
detector, because generating a meaningful test signal is
difficult; the detectors are of simple construction, and any
failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in
channel output. This Frequency is the same as that employed
for the same channels in the other applicable MODES. (At
this unit, the channel trip Functions tested by the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST are as follows:]

SR 3.3.13.3

SR 3.3.13.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months. The
Surveillance is a complete check and readjustment of the
[logarithmic] power channel from the preamplifier input
through to the remote indicators. The Surveillance verifies

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating (Digital)
B 3.3.1

7s 7= Rd S
gavBASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Matrix Logic Tests

Matrix Logic tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.4. This test is
performed one matrix at a time. It verifies that a
coincidence in the two input channels for each Function
removes power from the matrix relays. During testing, power
is applied to the matrix relay test coils and prevents the
matrix relay contacts from assuming their de-energized
state. This test will detect any short circuits around the
bistable contacts in the coincidence logic, such as may be
caused by faulty bistable relay or trip channel bypass
contacts.

Trio Path Tests

Trip path (Initiation Logic) tests are addressed in
LCO 3.3.4. These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic
tests, except that test power is withheld from one matrix
relay at a time, allowing the initiation circuit to
de-energize, thereby opening the affected set of RTCBs. The
RTCBs must then be closed prior to testing the other three
initiation circuits, or a reactor trip may result.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 9).

The CPC and CEAC channels and excore nuclear instrumentation
channels are tested separately.

The excore channels use preassigned test signals to verify
proper channel alignment. The excore logarithmic channel
test signal is inserted into the preamplifier input, so as
to test the first active element downstream of the detector.

The power range excore test signal is inserted at the drawer
input, since there is no preamplifier.

The quarterly CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using
software. This software includes preassigned addressable
constant values that may differ from the current values.
Provisions are made to store the addressable constant values

(_ \ aon a computer disk prior to testing and to reload them after
testing. A Note is added to the Surveillance Requirements
to verify that the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST includes the
correct values of caddressable constants

~~~~~~~~~-(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating (Digital)
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.8

A Note indicates that neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the power
range neutron flux channels every 92 days ensures that the
channels are reading accurately and within tolerance
(Ref. 9). The Surveillance verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational
between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS muit be
performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint
analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
interval between surveillance interval extension analysis.
The requirements for this review are outlined in
Reference [9]. Operating experience has shown this
Frequency to be satisfactory. The detectors are excluded
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive devices
with minimal drift and because of the difficulty of
simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes in detector
sensitivity are compensated for by performing the daily
calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.4) and the monthly linear
subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.6). In addition, the
associated control room indications are monitored by the
operators.

SR 3.3.1.9

The characteristics and Bases for this Surveillance are as
described for SR 3.3.1.7. This Surveillance differs from
SR 3.3.1.7 only in that the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the
Loss of Load functional unit is only required above 55% RTP.
When above 55% and the trip is in effect, the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST will ensure the channel will perform its
equipment protective function if needed.IPThe Note allowing
2 nours adter reacning 55% RTP is necessary for Surveillance
performance. This Surveillance cannot be performed below
55% RTP, since the trip is bypassed.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating (Digital)
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.10
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.1.10 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every [18] months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS
must be performed consistent with the plant specific
setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [93.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis as well as
operating experience and consistency with the typical
[18] month fuel cycle.

The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the
neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
because they are passive devices with minimal drift and
because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.
Slow changes in detector sensitivity are compensated for by
performing the daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.4)
and the monthly linear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.6).

SR 3.3.1.11

Every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CPCs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and trip Functions.

The basis for the [18] month Frequency is that the CPCs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Operating (Digital)
B 3.3.1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC
failures do not occur in any given [18] month interval.

SR 3.3.1.12

The three excore detectors used by each CPC channel for
axial flux distribution information are far enough from the
core to be exposed to flux from all heights in the core,
although it is desired that they only read their particular
level. The CPCs adjust for this flux overlap by using the
predetermined shape annealing matrix elements in the CPC
software.

After refueling, it is necessary to re-establish the shape
annealing matrix elements for the excore detectors based on
more accurate incore detector readings. This is necessary
because refueling could possibly produce a significant
change in the shape annealing matrix coefficients.

Incore detectors are inaccurate at low power levels.
THERMAL POWER should be significant but < 70% to perform an
accurate axial shape calculation used to derive the shape
annealing matrix elements.

By restricting power to < 70% until shape annealing matrix
elements are verified, excessive local power peaks within
the fuel are avoided. Operating experience has shown this
Frequency to be acceptable.

SR 3.3.1.13

SR 3.3.1.13 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.7, except SR 3.3.1.13 is applicable only to bypassjZfunctions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup. Proper operation of bypass permissives is critical

-during plant startup because the bypasses must be in place
to allow startup operation and must be removed at the
appropriate points during power ascent to enable certain
reactor trips. Consequently, the appropriate time to verify
bypass removal function OPERABILITY is just prior to

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-Shutdown (Digital)
B 3.3.2
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.1 (continued)

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.2.2

In't

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel, except Loss of
Load and power range neutron flux, is performed every
92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. This SR is identical to
SR 3.3.1.7. Only the Applicability differs.,>

In addition to power supply tests, the RPS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in the FSAR, Section [7.2] (Ref. 3). These tests
verify that the RPS is capable of performing its intended
function, from bistable input through the RTCBs. They
include:

Bistable Tests

A test signal is superimposed on the input in one channel at
a time to verify that the bistable trips within the
specified tolerance around the setpoint. This is done with
the affected RPS channel-trip channel bypassed. Any

(continued)
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(Digital)

RPS Instrumentation -Shutdown (Digital)
B 3.3.2

BASES . .r

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup. This SR is identical to SR 3.3.1.13. Only the
Applicability differs.

roper operation of bypass permissives is critical during
plant startup because the bypasses must be in place to allow
startup operation and must be removed at the appropriate

jT XEr4A points during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
Consequently, the appropriate time to verify bypass-removal
function OPERABILITY is just prior to startup. The
allowance to conduct this Surveillance within 92 days of
startup is based on the reliability analysis presented in
topical report CEN-327, IRPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Evaluation' (Ref. 6). Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.2.2. Therefore, further testing of the bypass
function after startup is- unnecessary.

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. This SR is identical to SR 3.3.1.10. Only the
Applicability differs.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel excluding the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION-leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS
must be performed consistent with the plant specific
setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [3].

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude

(continued)
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CEACs (Digital)
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

more autorestarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within a
12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable.
Therefore, the Required Action of Condition D must be
performed. The Frequency is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel
failing within the same 12 hour interval.

SR 3.3.3.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each CEAC channel is performed
every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. The quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using test software. The
Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis
presented in topical report CEN-327, 'RPS/ESFAS Extended
Test Interval Evaluation' (Ref. 5).

;.3.3.4
SR 3.3.3.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillances. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [5].

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and includes
operating experience and consistency with the typical
[18] month fuel cycle.

(continued)
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B 3.3.3
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.3.5

Every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CEACs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY, including alarm and trip Functions.

The basis for the [18] month Frequency is that the CEACs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC
failures do not occur in any given [18] month interval.

SR 3.3.3.6

The isolation characteristics of each CEAC CEA position
isolation amplifier and each optical isolator for CEAC to
CPC data transfer are verified once per refueling to ensure
that a fault in a CEAC or a CPC channel will not render
another CEAC or CPC channel inoperable. The CEAC CEA
position isolation amplifiers, mounted in CPC cabinets A
and D, prevent a CEAC fault from propagating back to CPC A
or D. The optical isolators for CPC to CEAC data transfer
prevent a fault originating in any CPC channel from
propagating back to any CEAC through this data link.

The Frequency is based on plant operating experience with
regard to channel OPERABILITY, which demonstrates the
failure of a channel in any [18] month interval is-rare.

I. I

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.

2. 10 CFR 100.

3. FSAR, Section [7.2].

4. NRC Safety Evaluation Report, [Date].

S. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989.
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (Digital)
B 3.3.4
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BASES

ACTIONS Da. (continued)

If the affected RTCB cannot be opened, Required Action E is
entered. This would only occur if there is a failure in the
Manual Trip circuitry or the RTCB(s).

E.I and E.2

Condition E is entered if Required Actions associated with
Condition A, B, or D are not met within the required
Completion Time or, if for one or more Functions, more than
one Manual Trip, Matrix Logic, Initiation Logic, or RTCB
channel is inoperable for reasons other than Condition A
or D.

If the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel cannot
be opened, the reactor must be shut down within 6 hours and
all the RTCBs opened. A Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems and for
opening RTCBs. All RTCBs should then be opened, placing the
plant in a MODE where the LCO does not apply and ensuring no
CEA withdrawal occurs.

(iCw

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

In order for a unit to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Frequencies, topical reports
must be supported by an NRC staff Safety Evaluation Report
that establishes the acceptability of each topical report
for that unit (Ref. 4).

SR 3.3.4.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS Logic channel and RTCB
channel is performed every (92] days to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function when needed. "~'

In addition to power supply tests, the RPS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in Reference 3. These tests verify that the RPS
is capable of performing its intended function, from

(continued)
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B 3.3.5
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit. If the channels are within the
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are
OPERABLE.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels
in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes
the chance of loss of protective.function due to failure of
redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY
during normal operational use of displays associated with
the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.5.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
when needed.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is part of an overlapping test
sequence similar to that employed in the RPS. This
sequence, consisting of SR 3.3.5.2, SR 3.3.6.1, and

(continued)
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B 3.3.5
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The [18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.3.5.4

This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are within the maximum values assumed in the safety
analyses.

Response time testing acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 10.

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS of once every [18] months. The [18] month Frequency
is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and
is based upon plant operating experience, which shows that
random failures of instrumentation components causing
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,
are infrequent occurrences.

SR 3.3.5.5

SR 3.3.5.5 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.5.2, except SR 3.3.5.5 is performed within 92 days
prior to startup and is only applicable to bypass functions.
Since the Pressurizer Pressure-Low bypass is identical for
both the RPS and ESFAS, this is the same Surveillance
performed for the RPS in SR 3.3.1.13.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for proper operation of the
bypass permissives is critical during plant heatups because

Ste+ Lthe bypasses may be in place prior to entering MODE 3 but
must be removed at the appropriate points during plant
startup to enable the ESFAS Function. Consequently, just
prior to startup is the appropriate time to verify bypass
function OPERABILITY. Once the bypasses are removed, the
bypasses must not fail in such a way that the associated
ESFAS Function is inappropriately bypassed. This feature is
verified by SR 3.3.5.2.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

_LScj

SR 3.3.6.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed eve
ensure the entire channel will perform it:
when neede4_y..

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is part of an overlapping test
sequence similar to that employed in the RPS. This
sequence, consisting of SR 3.3.5.2, SR 3.3.6.1, and
SR 3.3.6.2, tests the entire ESFAS from the bistable input
through the actuation of the individual subgroup relays.
These overlapping tests are described in Reference 1.
SR 3.3.5.2 and SR 3.3.6.1 are normally performed together
and in conjunction with ESFAS testing. SR 3.3.6.2 verifies
that the subgroup relays are capable of actuating their
respective ESF components when de-energized.

These tests verify that the ESFAS is capable of performing
its intended function, from bistable input through the
actuated components. SR 3.3.5.2 is addressed in LCO 3.3.5.
SR 3.3.6.1 includes Matrix Logic tests and trip path
(Initiation Logic) tests.

Matrix Logic Tests.

These tests are performed one matrix at a time. They verify
that a coincidence in the two input channels for each
function removes power to the matrix relays. During
testing, power is applied to the matrix relay test coils,
preventing the matrix relay contacts from assuming their
energized state. The Matrix Logic tests will detect any
short circuits around the bistable contacts in the
coincidence logic, such as may be caused by faulty bistable
relay or trip channel bypass contacts.

TriD Path (Initiation Logic) Tests

These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic tests, except
that test power is withheld from one matrix relay at a time,
allowing the initiation circuit to de-energize, opening one
contact in each Actuation Logic channel.

The initiation circuit lockout relay must be reset (except
for EFAS, which lacks initiation circuit lockout relays)
prior to testing the other three initiation circuits, or an
ESFAS actuation may result.

(continued) i.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.6.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual ESFAS
actuation circuitry, de-energizing relays and providing
manual actuation of the function.

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as designed. The
[18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at a Frequency of once every
[18J months.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [7.3].

2. CEN-327, May 1986, including Supplement 1, March 1989.

3. CEN-403.

I.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If the channels are
within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels
are OPERABLE.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based upon
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is
rare. Since the probability of two random failures-in
redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.7.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every [92] days to
ensure that the entire channel will perform its intended
function when needed. 'N

The Frequency of [92] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of

( Ts+ 2XA a given Function in any [92] day Frequency is a rare event.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [63.

SR 3.3.7.3

SR 3.3.7.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
[18] months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy
of each component within the instrument channel. This
includes calibration of the undervoltage relays and
demonstrates that the equipment falls within the specified
operating characteristics defined by the manufacturer. The

(continued)
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CPIS (Digital)
B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

K (Ref. 4).The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given Function in any 92 day Frequency is a
rare event.

A Note to the SR indicates this Surveillance is applicable
s ra in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 only.

SR 3.3.8.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the required
containment radiation monitoring channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform its intended function.(
\ points must be found within the ATlowable alues
specified in.SR 3.3.8.4 and left consistent with the
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 4). The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given Function in any 92 day interval is a rare
event.

A Note to the SR indicates that this test is only applicable
during CORE ALTERATIONS or during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies within containment.

SR 3.3.8.5

Proper operation of the individual initiation relays is
verified by actuating these relays during the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic every [18] months.
This will actuate the Function, operating all associated
equipment. Proper operation of the equipment actuated by
each train is thus verified. The Frequency of [18] months
is based on plant operating experience with regard to
channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that
failure of more than one channel of a given Function during
any [18] month interval is a rare event. A Note to the SR
indicates that this Surveillance includes verification of
op(ration for each initiation relay.

(continued)
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CPIS (Digital)
B 3.3.8

BASES rc

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.8.6

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillances. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [5).

The [18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.3.8.7

This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are less than or equal to the maximum times assumed in
the analyses. The [18] month Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which
make up the bulk of the response time, is included in the
Surveillance.

SR 3.3.8.8

Every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CPIS Manual Trip channel.

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as designed,
de-energizing the initiation relays and providing manual
actuation of the Function. The [18] month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the

(continued)

U
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CRIS (Digital)
B 3.3.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

At this unit, the following administrative controls and
design features (e.g., downscale alarms) immediately alert
operations to loss of function in the nonredundant channels.

At this unit, verification of sample system alignment and
operation for gaseous, particulate, and iodine monitors is
required as follows: _

SR 3.3.9.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the required
control room radiation monitoring channel to ensure the
entire channel will rform its intended function. fAny
ffse pornt adjustment shall be consistent with -the assumptions

of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
frequency extension analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference (4).

The Frequency of (92] days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,

"-------~ Pr which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given Function in any [92) day interval is a rare event.

(continued)
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CRIS (Digital)
B 3.3.9

7TS 7-F'--2_os a
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Proper operation of the individual initiation relays is
verified by de-energizing these relays during the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic every [18] months.
This will actuate the Function, operating all associated
equipment. Proper operation of the equipment actuated by

VlsJeach train is thus verified.

The Frequency of [18] months is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY,.which
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given Function in any [18] month interval is a rare event.

Note 1 indicates this Surveillance includes verification of
operation for each initiation relay.

Note 2 indicates that relays that cannot be tested at power
are excepted from the Surveillance Requirement while at
power. These relays must, however, be tested during each
entry into MODE 5 exceeding 24 hours unless they have been
tested within the previous 6 months.

SR 3.3.9.4

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillances.: CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference [4] .

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)
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CRIS (Digital)
B 3.3.9

A SEF- oSt. i

BASES

.SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.9.5

Every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the manual CRIS actuation circuitry. c

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as designed,
de-energizing the initiation relays and providing Manual
Trip of the function. The E18J month Frequency is based on
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions
that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a
Frequency of once every [18] months.

SR 3.3.9.6

This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are less than the maximum times assumed in the
analyses. The [18] month Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Testing of the final actuating devices, which
make up the bulk of the response time, is included in the
Surveillance testing.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [15].

2. "Plant Protection System Selection of Trip Setpoint
Values."

3. 10 CIZ 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

4. [ ]
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FHIS (Digital)
B 3.3.10

-7-5,= '6 f
BASES (continued) 7

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value.

Significant deviations between the two instrument cbannels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the.criteria, it may be an indication that the
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

For this plant, the CHANNEL CHECK verification of sample
system alignment and operation for gaseous, particulate,
iodine, and gamma monitors is as follows:

SR 3.3.10.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the required fuel
building radiation monitoring channel to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function. Any setpoint

(continued)
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FHIS (Digital)
B 3.3.10

BASES I

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.10.2 (continued)

.adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
frequency extension analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [4].

The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given Function in any 92 day Frequency is a rare event.

SR 3.3.10.3

Proper operation of the individual initiation relays is
verified by actuating these relays during the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic every [18] months.
This will actuate the Function, operating all associated
equipment. Proper operation of the equipment actuated by
each train is thus verified. NThe Frequency of [18] months

Kert is based on plant operating experience with regard to
channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that
failure of more than one channel of a given Function during
any [18] month Frequency is a rare event.

1%.

A Note to the SR indicates that this Surveillance includes
verification of operation for each initiation relay.

[At this unit, the verification is conducted as-follows:]

SR 3.3.10.4

Every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the FHIS Manual Trip channel.

This Surveillance verifies that the trip push buttons are
capable of opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as
designed, de-energizing the initiation relays and providing
Manual Trip of the Function. The [18] month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the

(continued)
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B 3.3.12

BASES
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENT

SR 3.3.12.3 (continued)

plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.3.12.4

SR 3.3.12.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every 18 months. This Surveillance should verify the
OPERABILITY of the reactor trip circuit breaker (RTCB)
open/closed indication on the remote shutdown panels by
actuating the RTCBs._E The Frequency of 18 months was chosen
bec-aurtfrte-RT~ ~cannot be exercised while the unit is at
power. Operating experience has shown that these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a Frequency
of once every 18 months. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix R.

3. NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER).

..
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[Logarithmic] Power Monitoring Channels (Digital)
B 3.3.13

f5 a?4J'
BASES .' pI

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and
should be based on a combination of the channel instrument
uncertainties including control isolation, indication, and
readability. If a channel is outside of the criteria, it
may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside of its limits. If
the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication
that the channels are OPERABLE.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels. CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of
displays associated with the LCO required channels. (JE
SR 3.3.13.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every [92] days to
ensure that the entire channel is capable of properly
indicating neutron flux. Internal test circuitry is used to
feed preadjusted test signals into the preamplifier to
verify channel alignment. It is not necessary to test the

the d ors ing a meaningful test signal is
difficult; the detectors are of simple construction, and any
failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in
channel output. This Frequency is the same as that employed
for the same channels in the other applicable MODES.

At this unit, the channel trip Functions tested by theL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST are as follows:
SR 3.3.13.3

SR 3.3.13.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months. The

(continued) -
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

locked in the inactive position. Thus, the block valve can
be closed in the event the PORY develops excessive leakage
or does not close (sticks open) after relieving an
overpressure event.

The 72 hour Frequency considers operating experience with
accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily
monitored. These considerations include the administrative
controls over main control room access and equipment
control.

SR 3.4.12.6

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required every
31 days to verify and, as necessary, adjust the PORV open
setpoints. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORV lift setpoints are within the
LCO limit. PORV actuation could depressurize the RCS and is

ln re d. The 31 day Frequency considers experience
with equipment reliability.

A Note has been added indicating this SR is required to be
performed [12] hours after decreasing RCS cold leg
temperature to < [285]F. The test cannot be performed
until the RCS is in the LTOP MODES when the PORV lift
setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP setting. The test must
be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP MODES.

SR 3.4.12.7

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel is required every [18] months to adjust
the whole channel so that it responds and the valve.opens
within the required LTOP range and with accuracy to known
input.

The [18] month Frequency considers operating experience with
equipment reliability and matches the typical refueling
outage schedule.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES Kc=;> A?
, >

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued)

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

F.]

If all required monitors are inoperable, no automatic means
of monitoring leakage are available and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required..

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors.
The check gives reasonable confidence the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of (12] hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.15.2

(i_

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitors. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string.<>
The Frequency of 92 days considers instrument reliability
and operating experience has shown it proper for-detecting
degradation. ~

SR 3.4.15.3. SR 3.4.15.4. rand SR 3.4.15.51

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. The Frequency of (18] months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
Operating experience has shown this Frequency is acceptable.

(continued)
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B 3.4.17

A/7r sp 6r
DRA IVBASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.17.1

THERMAL POWER must be verified to be within limits once per
hour to ensure that the fuel design criteria are not
violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The
hourly Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess conditions for potential
degradation and verify operation is within the LCO limits.
Plant operations are conducted slowly during the performance
of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring the power level once per
hour is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not
exceed the limit.

SR 3.4.17.2

Within 12 hours of initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS, a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on each
logarithmic power level and linear power level neutron flux
monitoring channel to verify OPERABILITY and adjust
setpoints to proper values. This will ensure that the
Reactor Protection System is properly aligned to provide the
required degree of core protection during startup or the
4erformance of the PHYSICS TESTS.,4The interval is adequate
to ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior
to the tests to aid the monitoring and protection of the
plant during these tests.

/7

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1, 1988.
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Definitions

1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

____________________________________- -NOTF-----------------…-----------------__
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

…_____________________________________________________________________________

Term

ACTIONS

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Comipletion
Times.

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR
HEAT GENERATION RATE
(APLHGR)

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

a// d 1us4c.s on

CHANNEL CHECK

The APLHGR shall be applicable to a specific
planar height and is equal to the sum of the
[LHGRs] [heat generation rate per unit length of
fuel rod] for all the fuel rods in the specified
bundle at the specified height divided by the
number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle [at the
height].

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy
to known values of the parameter that the channel
monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRION shall encompassw-

thf~~~~~~~~9 exhr eanttiC~lgGlrbs/~6%4rn

i G5LLrlE-HANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration
of instrument channels with resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist
of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor
behavior and normal calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION may be performed by means of any
series of sequential, overlapyin or total

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or

(continued)
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1.1 Definitions

CHANNEL CHECK
(continued)

status derived from independent instrun
channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel
_A " the sensor-as practicable to verify0- 1i 4 1~~~ -

/r7 AP -Ale-7Z

dE PALE 8RLIOYN

CORE ALTERATION
I

OPERABILITYS ERA IOshl be themvemnf: ay fuelg,

within th rectrvesl wihteveslha

tY~¢2j -nfCHANNEL FUNCTIONAL-TE~rM7YMU-5D-
pereormed dby means of any series of sequential
exceptions are nota channel stepsob CO9RE

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel,
sources, or reactivity control components,
within the reactor vessel with the vessel head
removed and fuel in'the vessel. The following
exceptions are not considered to be CORE
ALTERATIONS:

a. Movement of source range monitors, local power
range monitors, intermediate range monitors,
traversing incore probes, or special movable
detectors (including undervessel replacement);
and

b. Control rod movement, provided there are no
fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

The COLR is the unit specific document that
provides cycle specific parameter limits for the
current reload cycle. These cycle specific limits
shall be determined for each reload cycle in
accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant
operation within these limits is addressed in
individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration
of I-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, 1-132, I-133, I-134,
and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose

(continued)
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1.1 Definitions (continued)

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
TEST

A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST s all be a test
of all logic components e ,_ -t

rst' ole _fl..,, --te :) of a logic circuit,
from as .close to the sensor as practicable up to,
but not including, the actuated device, to verify
OPERABILITY. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may
be performed by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total system steps so that the
entire logic system is tested.

K
MAXIMUM FRACTION
OF LIMITING
POWER DENSITY (MFLPD)

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER
RATIO (MCPR)

The MFLPD shall be the largest value of the
fraction of limiting power density in the core.
The fraction of limiting power density shall be
the LHGR existing at a given location divided by
the specified LHGR limit for that bundle type. ]_
The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power
ratio (CPR) that exists in the core (for each
class of fuel]. The CPR is that power in the
assembly that is calculated by application of the
appropriate correlation(s) to cause some point in
the assembly to experience boiling transition,
divided by the actual assembly operating power.

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of mode switch position, average
reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
head closure bolt tensioning specified in
Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor vessel.

MODE

OPERABLE -OPERABILITY

PHYSICS TESTS

A system, subsystem, division, component, or
device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when
it is capable of performing its specified safety
function(s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency
electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, division,
component, or device to perform its specified
safety function(s) are also capable of performing
their related support function(s).

PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
the reactor core and related instrumentation.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation -N4k
B 3.3.1.1

.' --...

as a function of
ve fl ow unit must
If the flow unit

red APRM that
a unit must be

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.3 (continued)

accurately reflects the required setpoint
flow. Each flow signal from the respecti
be < 105% of the calibrated flow signal.
signal is not within the limit, one requi,
receives an input from the inoperable floi
declared inoperable.

The Frequency of 7 days is based on engineering judgment,
operating experience, and the reliability of this
instrumentation.

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform theA intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2
required IRM and APRM Functions cannot be performed in
MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency
is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be
performed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level
average unavailability over the Frequency interval
based on reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

of system
and is

SR 3.3.1.1.5

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the

| _ intended function A Frequency of 7 days provides an
acceptable level of system average availability over the

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

Ts 7F-r$2cE S
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 (continued)

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux
profiles measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP)
System. This establishes the relative local flux profile
for appropriate representative input to the APRM System.
The 1000 MWD/T Frequency is based on operating experience
with LPRM sensitivity changes.

SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
_- channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the

-} § X [ intended function., Any setpoint adjustment shall beI n erT A consistent wit -the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology. The 92 day Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.10

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be

(continued)
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SRII Instrumentation

SRM Instrumentation .
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.2.4

This Surveillance consists of a verification of the SRM
instrument readout to ensure that the SRM reading is greater
than a specified minimum count rate, which ensures that the
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron
flux levels within the core. With few fuel assemblies
loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough count rate to
satisfy the SR. Therefore, allowances are made for loading
sufficient 'source" material, in the form of irradiated fuel
assemblies, to establish the minimum count rate..

To accomplish this, the SR is modified by a Note that states
that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that
has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated
core quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded
around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the
associated core quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn,
the configuration will not be critical.

The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other
information available in the control room, and ensures that
the required channels are frequently monitored while core
reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity
changes are in progress, the Frequency is relaxed from
12 hours to 24 hours.

l, -- _

IImsert A9SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 .
Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST (emonstrates the
associated channel will function properly Qd SR 3.3.1.2.5 is
required in MODE 5, and the 7 day Frequency ensures that the
channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity changes could be
in progress. This Frequency is reasonable, based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as a
CHANNEL CHECK), that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

SR 3.3.1.2.6 is required in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or
below, and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity changes
do not normally take place, the Frequency has been extended
from 7 days to 31 days. The 31 day Frequency is based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

X7 5 O-rF-.2 os-, n>-
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Reviewer's Note: Certain Frequencies are based on approved
topical reports. In order for a licensee to use these
Frequencies, the licensee must justify the Frequencies as

-required by the staff SER for the topical report. j
As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each
Control Rod Block instrumentation Function are found in the
SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely
for performance of required Surveillances, entry ihto
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains
control rod block capability. Upon completion of the
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.
This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 9)
assumption of the average time required to perform channel
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that a control rod block will be initiated when
necessary.

SR 3.3.2.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function. It includes the Reactor Manual Control
Multiplexing System input

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The Frequency of 92 days is based on
reliability analyses (Ref. 8).

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3 .+
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to ensure
that the entire system will perform the intended function.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed by
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

setpoint must be verified periodically to be • [10]% RTP.
If the RWM low power setpoint is nonconservative, then the
RWM is considered inoperable. Alternately, the low power
setpoint channel can be placed in the conservative condition
(nonbypass). If placed in the nonbypassed condition, the SR
is met and the RWM is not considered inoperable. The
Frequency is based on the trip setpoint methodology utilized
for the low power setpoint channel.

SR 3.3.2.1.6

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Mode
Switch-Shutdown Position Function to ensure that the entire
channel will perform the intended function. The C
FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown
Position Function is performed by attempting to withdraw any
control rod with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 if the 18 month
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is
based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SRs.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.2.1.7

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.2.1 (continued) :. -

indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels, or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying.the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limits.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays.
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.2.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.-i Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.f

The Frequency of 92 days is based on reliability analysis
(Ref. 2).

SR 3.3.2.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive

I

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation

EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES T TF- L oS lkw.?

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance
does not significantly reduce the probability that the
recirculation pumps will trip when necessary.

SR 3.3.4.1.1

/ )Cv5 erl- I
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intpndpd function.+ Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on reliability analysis of
Reference 5.

SR 3.3.4.1.2

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.4.1.3. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not
beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still
within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under
these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on assumptions of the
reliability analysis (Ref. 5) and on the methodology
included in the determination of the trip setpoint.

SR 3.3.4.1.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT-Instrumentation'i
B 3.3.4.2 I..

064.i
t.-{ ''.;BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.4.2.1 (continued)

something even more serious.
gross channel failure; thus,
instrumentation continues to
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A CHANNEL CHECK will det
it is key to verifying th
operate properly between

ect
e
each . .

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel..is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

-,'a A '.

* .. -....~
.1

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.4.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 2.

SR 3.3.4.2.3

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable i.f
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.4.2.4. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the.
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the

I

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation *

B 3.3.5.1

S.C '
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK dnce every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK guarantees
that undetected outright channel failure is limited to
12 hours; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

..: *e-g

1. . .

I , *: .

. .. r ..

I

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.'

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.-

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of Reference 5.

I

(continued)
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

577=. ;,,. e

BASES .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on. a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If-a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function4

* Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology_

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.

SR 3.3.5.2.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the
channel performance is still within the requirements of the
plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

I a. .f k
BASES -

-

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.6.1.1 (continued)
\ _ -_* -, *.. .1

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an -indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

zone,.;.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.1.2 and SR 3.3.6.1.5

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology,

The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the
reliability analysis described in References 6 and 7. The
184 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.5 is based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the components (time delay
relays exhibit minimal drift).

I

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation

BASES

Instrumentation ;
B 3.6.2 .

7USES, I've

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.6.2.1 (continued)

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to-verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each requii
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perfoi
intended function.a

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

red
rm the

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of References 5 and 6.

SR 3.3.6.2.3

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than

(continued)
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LLS Instrumentation * ."'A'.

B 3.3.6.3

737-7s A o . t::
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

.(continued)

SR 3.3.6.3.2. SR 3.3.6.3.3- and SR 3.3.6.3.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function4 Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.,

The 92 day Frequency is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 3.

., 'I.

A portion of the S/RV tailpipe pressure switch instrument
channels are located inside the primary containment. The
Note for SR 3.3.6.3.3, "Only required to be performed prior
to entering MODE 2 during each scheduled outage > 72 hours
when entry is made into primary containment," is based on
the location of these instruments, ALARA considerations, and
compatibility with the Completion Time of the associated
Required Action (Required Action B.1).

SR 3.3.6.3.5

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value. If the trip setting is discovered to
be less conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value,
the channel performance is still within the requirements of
the plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the
setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than the setting accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology. The Frequency of every
92 days for SR 3.3.6.3.5 is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.3.6

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to
the measured parameter within the necessary range and
accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted
to account for instrument drifts between successive

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.7.1.1 (continued)

MCREC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

/ .S7$S J;4 ;<>

an indication that the.
ts limit.
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outside the criteria, it may be
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The Frequency is based upon oper.
demonstrates channel failure is i
supplements less formal, but morn
channel status during normal opei
associated with channels requirei

SR 3.3.7.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

ny setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 5 and 6.

SR 3.3.7.1.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not
beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still
within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under
these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than the setting accounted for
in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 5 and 6.

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation :
B 3.3.8.1

BASES .- if a

SURVEILLANCE returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition :!..

REQUIREMENTS entered and Required Actions taken. -

(continued)

SR 3.3.8.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of.-the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels.- It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.8.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology..

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given Function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring

RPS Electric Power Monitoring
B 3.3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 (continued)

In addition, action must be immediately initiated to either
restore one electric power monitoring assembly to OPERABLE
status for the inservice power source supplying the required
instrumentation powered from the RPS bus (Required
Action D.2.1) or to isolate the RHR Shutdown Cooling System
(Required Action D.2.2). Required Action D.2.1 is provided
because the RHR Shutdown Cooling System may be needed to
provide core cooling. All actions must continue until the
applicable Required Actions are completed.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.1 v7vT /X
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each overvoltage,
undervoltage, and underfrequency channel to ensure that the
entire channel will perform the intended function. ny
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.

As noted in the Surveillance, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is
only required to be performed while the plant is in a
condition in which the loss of the RPS bus will not
jeopardize steady state power operation (the design of the
system is such that the power source must be removed from
service to conduct the Surveillance). The 24 hours is
intended to indicate an outage of sufficient duration to
allow for scheduling and proper performance of the
Surveillance.

The 184 day Frequency and the Note in the Surveillance are
based on guidance provided in Generic Letter 91-09 (Ref. 2).

SR 3.3.8.2.2

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.6

/F o2 T-04 AS, i&
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the
required primary containment atmospheric monitoring system.
The check gives reasonable confidence that the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.6.2

This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
of the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation. The
test ensures that the monitors can perform their function in
the desired manner. The test also verifies the alarm.
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string.
The Frequency of 31 days considers instrument reliability,
and operating experience has shown it proper for detecting
degradation.

SR 3.4.6.3

This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of
required leakage detection instrumentation channels. The
calibration verifies the accuracy of the instrument string,
including the instruments located inside containment. The
Frequency of (18] months is a typical refueling cycle and
considers channel reliability. Operating experience has
proven this Frequency is acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973.

3. FSAR, Section [5.2.7.2.1].

4. GEAP-5620, April 1968.

5. NUREG-75/067, October 1975.

6. FSAR, Section [5.2.7.5.2].
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

-73 7%"-2OS7 04
BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

fuel assemblies. Action must continue until all such
control rods are fully inserted. Control rods in core cells
containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity
of the core and, therefore, do not have to be inserted.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Proper functioning of the refueling position one-rod-out
interlock requires the reactor mode switch to be in Refuel.
During control rod withdrawal in MODE 5, improper
positioning of the reactor mode switch could, in some
instances, allow improper bypassing of required interlocks.
Therefore, this Surveillance imposes an additional level of
assurance that the refueling position one-rod-out interlock
will be OPERABLE when required. By 'locking" the reactor
mode switch in the proper position (i.e., removing the
reactor mode switch key from the console while the reactor
mode switch is positioned in refuel), an additional
administrative control is in place to preclude operator
errors from resulting in unanalyzed operation.

The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other
administrative controls utilized during refueling operations
to ensure safe operation.

SR 3.9.2.2

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel
demonstrates the associated refuel position one-rod-out
interlock will function properly when a simulated or actual
signal indicative of a required condition is injected into
the logic. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by-cy series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel
steps so that the entire channel is tested. The 7 day
Frequency is considered adequate because of demonstrated
circuit reliability, procedural controls on control rod
withdrawals, and visual and audible indications available in
the control room to alert the operator to control rods not
fully inserted. To perform the required testing, the
applicable condition must be entered (i.e., a control rod

(continued)
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1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

------------------------------------ NOTE…------------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

___-__ -_____________________________________________________________________

Term Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

^VERAGE PLANAR LINEAR
HEAT GENERATION RATE
(APLHGR)

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

The APLHGR shall be applicable to a specific
planar height and is equal to the sum of the
[LHGRs] [heat generation rate per unit length of
fuel rod] for all the fuel rods in the specified
bundle at the specified height divided by the
number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle [at the
height].

.DOM.,2

-
, 

_ _

& orAena o/ ,,OI,"

c: PRESS~i /4ir y~~ou

17
-

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy
to known values of the parameter that the channel
monithECHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass

zn~fddtheCHANELFUCTIONAL TEST. Calibration
o instrument channels with resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist
of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor
behavior and normal calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION may be performed by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or

-

-

CHANNEL CHECK

(continued)
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1.1 .

1.1 Definitions a.. :

CHANNEL CHECK
(continued)

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

p._

/17 -OP 4~ 7 1
CAO LTERAI/ /

CORE ALTERATION

status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify

I ES(.{ TheCHANEL FUNCTIONAL TESI may-be
performed by means of any series of sequential.
overlapping, or total channel steps §Yffl flAe

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel,
sources, or reactivity control components, within
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed
and fuel in the vessel. The following exceptions
are not considered to be CORE ALTERATIONS:

a. Movement of source range monitors, local power
range monitors, intermediate range monitors,
traversing incore probes, or special movable
detectors (including undervessel replacement);

b. Control rod movement, provided there are no
fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude.
completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

The COLR is the unit specific document that
provides cycle specific parameter limits for the
current reload cycle. These cycle specific limits
shall be determined for each reload cycle in
accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant
operation within these limits is addressed in
individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration
of 1-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, 1-132, I-133, 1-134,
and 1-135 actually present. The thyroid dose

(continued)
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Definitions

1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

L

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONA
TEST

MAXIMUM FRACTION
OF LIMITING
POWER DENSITY (MFLPD)

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER
RATIO (MCPR)

MODE

A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST s 11 be a test ,
of all required logic components
rqird rolays and Gqntaeti p
4ete:-14e; -el eintc so-ete) of a logic circuit,

from as close to the sensor as practicable up to,
but not including, the actuated device, to verify
OPERABILITY. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may
be performed by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total system steps so that the
entire logic system is tested.

The MFLPD shall be the largest value of the
fraction of limiting power density in the core.
The fraction of limiting power density shall be
the LHGR existing at a given location divided by
the specified LHGR limit for that bundle type. _

The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power
ratio (CPR) that exists in the core [for each
class of fuel]. The CPR is that power in the
assembly that is calculated by application of the
appropriate correlation(s) to cause some point in
the assembly to experience boiling transition,
divided by the actual assembly operating power.

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of mode switch position, average
reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
head closure bolt tensioning specified in
fable 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor vessel.

I

OPERABLE-OPERABILITY A system, subsystem, division, component, or
device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when
it is capable of performing its specified safety
function(s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency
electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, division,
component, or device to perform its specified
safety function(s) are also capable of performing
their related support function(s).

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation X
.B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.3 (continued) *
REQUIREMENTS

the total loop drive flow signals from the flow unit used to
vary the setpoint are appropriately compared to a calibrated
flow signal and therefore the APRM Function accurately
reflects the required setpoint as a function of flow. Each
flow signal from the respective flow unit must be < 105% of
the calibrated flow signal. If the flow unit signal is not
within the limit, the APRMs that receive an input from the
inoperable flow unit must be declared inoperable.

The Frequency of 7 days is based on engineering judgment,
operating experience, and the reliability of this
instrumentation.

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint

\ methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 since testing of the MODE 2
required IRM and APRM Functions cannot be performed in
MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day-Frequency
is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be
performed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
average unavailability over the Frequency interval and is
based on reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

SR 3.3.1.1.5

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
, channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation

RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

7E F- 2 cK, l
BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.5 (continued) SC.A 1
REQU IREM ENTS

intended Function. A Frequency of 7 days provides an
acceptable level of system average availability over the
Frequency and is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9. (The Manual Scram Function's CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency was credited in the analysis to
extend many automatic scram Functions' Frequencies.)

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7

These Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps
in neutron flux indication exist from subcritical to power
operation for monitoring core reactivity status.

The overlap between SRMs and IRMs is required to be
demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be
increased into a region without adequate neutron flux
indication. This is required prior to withdrawing SRMs from
the fully inserted position since indication is being
transitioned from the SRMs to the IRMs.

The overlap between IRMs and APRMs is of concern when
reducing power into the IRM range. On power increases, the
system design will prevent further increases (initiate a rod
block) if adequate overlap is not maintained. Overlap
between IRMs and APRMs exists when sufficient IRMs and APRMs
concurrently have onscale readings such that the transition
between MODE I and MODE 2 can be made without either APRM
downscale rod block, or IRM upscale rod block. Overlap
between SRMs and IRMs similarly exists when, prior to
withdrawing the SRMs from the fully inserted position, IRMs
are above mid-scale on range 1 before SRMs have reached the
upscale rod block.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.7 is only required to be met during
entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1. That is, after the overlap
requirement has been met and indication has transitioned to
the IRMs, maintaining overlap is not required (APRMs may be
reading downscale once in MODE 2).

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated
(e.g., IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate
channel(s) declared inoperable. Only those appropriate

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

71n5 E-Oh.
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 (continued)

channel(s) that are required in the current MODE or
condition should be declared inoperable.

A Frequency of 7
judgment and the

days is reasonable based on engineering
reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux
profiles measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP)
System. This establishes the relative local flux profile
for appropriate representative input to the APRM System.
The 1000 MWD/T Frequency is based on operating experience
with LPRM sensitivity changes.

SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.12

J~~~ _ieiI

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.4 Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology. The 92 day Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.10

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

TSo7T2cs, ad4
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.2.4

This Surveillance-consists of a verification of the SRM
instrument readout to ensure that the SRM reading is greater
than a specified minimum count rate. This ensures that the
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron
flux levels within the core. With few fuel assemblies
loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough count rate to
satisfy the SR. Therefore, allowances are made for loading
sufficient 'source" material, in the form of irradiated fuel
assemblies, to establish the minimum count rate.

To accomplish this, the SR is modified by a Note that states
that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that
has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated
core quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded
around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the
associated quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn the
configuration will not be critical.

The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other
information available in the control room, and ensures that
the required channels are frequently monitored while core
reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity
changes are in progress, the Frequency is relaxed from
12 hours to 24 hours.

SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
associated channel will function properly. SR 3;3.1.2.5 is
required in MODE 5, and the 7 day Frequency ensures that the
channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity changes could be
in progress. This 7 day Frequency is reasonable, based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as a
CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

SR 3.3.1.2.6 is required in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or
below and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity changes
do not normally take place, the Frequency has been extended
from 7 days to 31 days. The 31 day Frequency is based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BA SE- S20> a . ?
BASES-

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains control rod block capability. Upon completion of
the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.
This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 8)
assumption of the average time required to perform channel
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that a control rod block will be initiated when
necessary.

SR 3.3.2.1.1. SR 3.3.2.1.2. SR 3.3.2.1.3. and
SR 3.3.2.1.4

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS for the RPC and RWL are
performed by attempting to withdraw a control rod not in
compliance with the prescribed sequence and verifying that a

, control rod block occurs.+ Any setpoint adjustment shall be
- consistent with e assumptions of the current plant

specific setpoint methodology. As noted, the SRs are not
required to be performed until 1 hour after specified
conditions are met (e.g., after any control rod is withdrawn
in MODE 2). This allows entry into the appropriate
conditions needed to perform the required SRs. The
Frequencies are based on reliability analysis (Ref. 7).

SR 3.3.2.1.5

The LPSP is the point at which the RPCS makes the transition
between the function of the RPC and the RWL. This
transition point is automatically varied as a function of
power. This power level is inferred from the first stage
turbine pressure (one channel to each trip system). These
power setpoints must be verified periodically to be within
the Allowable Values. If any LPSP is nonconservative, then
the affected Functions are considered inoperable. Since
this channel has both upper and lower required limits, it is
not allowed to be placed in a condition to enable either the
RPC or RWL Function. Because main turbine bypass steam flow
can affect the LPSP nonconservatively for the RWL, the RWL
is considered inoperable with any main turbine bypass valves

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

withdraw any control rod with the reactor mode switch in the
shutdown position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
limits. This allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 if.the
18 month Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour
allowance is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SRs.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.2.1.9

LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require individual control rods
to be bypassed in RACS to allow insertion of an inoperable
control rod or correction of a control rod pattern not in
compliance with BPWS. With the control rods bypassed in the
RACS, the RPC will not control the movement of these
bypassed control rods. To ensure the proper bypassing and
movement of those affected control rods, a second licensed
operator or other qualified member of the technical staff
must verify the bypassing and movement of these control
rods. Compliance with this SR allows the RPC to be OPERABLE
with these control rods bypassed.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [7.6.1.7.3].

2. FSAR, Section [15.4.2].

(continued)
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B 3.3.4.1 -

AirsLb a t...,m;BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

experience, to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 40% RTP from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.L Re i w r s N t : C r a n F e ue c e r a e n a p o e

. , - , .1 t�. .
. . I -

. . -r-. i ..
... 1,

- -,1,07

.:: , .1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Reviewer's Note: Certain Frequencies are based on approved
topical reports. In order for a licensee to use these
Frequencies, the licensee must justify the Frequencies as

_ required by the staff SER for the topical report.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains EOC-RPT
trip capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition
entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on
the reliability analysis (Ref. 5) assumption of the average
time required to perform channel surveillance. That
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does
not significantly reduce the probability that the
recirculation pumps will trip when necessary.

SR 3.3.4.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.j Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setvoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on reliability analysis
(Ref. 5).

SR 3.3.4.1.2

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the settinc is discovered to be less conservative than the

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation X

A...
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.4.2.1 (continued)

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each'
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

-Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

.. '.s .

. ans.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.4.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. 1

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology..

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 2.

SR 3.3.4.2.3

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.4.2.4. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the
channel performance is still within the requirements of the
plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint
must be readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1
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BASES
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that.a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function 1

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of Reference 4.

I

(continued)
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ;:

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.1Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.,

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.

SR 3.3.5.2.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
re-adjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

(continued)
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Isolation Instrumentation

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES . a ;3S

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare.

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the channels required by the
LCO.

SR 3.3.6.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint

F~methodology.

The Frequency is based on reliability analysis described in
References 5 and 6.

SR 3.3.6.1.3

The calibration of trip units consists of a test to provide
a check of the actual trip setpoints. The channel must be
declared inoperable if the trip setting is discovered to -be
less conservative than the Allowable Value specified in
Table 3.3.6.1-1. If the trip setting is discovered to be
less conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value,
the channel performance is still within the requirements of
the plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the
setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of References 5 and 6.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

X -7-F 2C)gtxWi
BASES

SURVEILLANCE This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. 3
REQUIREMENTS and 4) assumption of the average time required to perform

(continued) channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the
6 hour testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that the SCIVs will isolate the associated
penetration flow paths and the SGT System will initiate when
necessary.

SR 3.3.6.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the indicated
parameter for one instrument channel to a similar parameter
on other channels. It is based on the assumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

T(co1 tinued

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES AL:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.3.2
REQUIREMENTS
,(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliability
analysis of Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.3.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.3-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based upon the reliability
analysis of Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.3.4 and SR 3.3.6.3.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.3.4 is based on the assumption of
a 92 day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)
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SPMU System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel .is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its.limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.4.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.4.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.4-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is
not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is
still within the requirements of the plant safety analysis.
Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to

(continued)
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued);

If the inoperable trip system is not restored to OPERABLE
status within 7 days, per Condition A, or if two trip
systems are inoperable, then the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE Reviewer's Note: Certain Frequencies are based on approved
REQUIREMENTS topical reports. In order for a licensee to use these

Frequencies, the licensee must justify the Frequencies as
required by the staff SER for the topical report. _

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains relief
or LLS initiation capability, as applicable. Upon
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour.
allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Ref. 3) assumption of the average time required to perform
channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that the relief and LLS valves will initiate
when necessary.

SR 3.3.6.5.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.

(continued)
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CRFA System Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES -7 L

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.7.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intende function.4 Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with t e assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 4, 5, and 6.

SR 3.3.7.1.3

The calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual
trip setpoints. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value. If the trip setting is discovered to be
less conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value,
the channel performance is still within the requirements of
the plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the
setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 4, 5, and 6.

(continued)
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LOP InstrumentationB 3.3.8.1

BASES *

SURVEILLANCE or expiration of the 2 hour allowance, the channel must be :
REQUIREMENTS returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition

(continued) entered and Required Actions taken.

SR 3.3.8.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of the LCO. -

SR 3.3.8.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.+ Any setpoint adjustment shall be
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 31 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift that
demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a
given Function in any 31 day interval is rare.

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring
B 3.3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 (continued)

In addition, action must be immediately initiated to either
restore one electric power monitoring assembly to OPERABLE
status for the inservice power source supplying the required
instrumentation powered from the RPS bus (Required
Action D.2.1) or to isolate the RHR Shutdown Cooling System
(Required Action*D.2.2). Required Action D.2.1 is provided
because the RHR Shutdown Cooling System may be needed to
provide core cooling. All actions must continue until the
applicable Required Actions are completed.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.1 .
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each overvoltage,
undervoltage, and underfrequency channel to ensure that the
entire channel will perform the intended function. Any
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.

As noted in the Surveillance, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is
only required to be performed while the plant is in a
condition in which the loss of the RPS bus will not
jeopardize steady state power operation (the design of the
system is such that the power source must be removed from
service to conduct the Surveillance). The 24 hours is
intended to indicate an outage of sufficient duration to
allow for scheduling and proper performance of the
Surveillance. The 184 day Frequency and the Note in the
Surveillance are based on guidance provided in Generic
Letter 91-09 (Ref. 2).

SR 3.3.8.2.2

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 (continued)
REQU IREM SNTS

properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument
reliability and is reasonable for detecting off normal
conditions.

SR 3.4.7.2 §Lv iver 4l
This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation.
The test ensures that the monitors can perform their ;
function in the desired manner. The test also verifies the
alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument
string. rThe Frequency of 31 days considers instrument
reliability, and operaing experience has shown it proper
for detecting degradation.

SR 3.4.7.3

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of
the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation channels.
The calibration verifies the accuracy of the instrument
string, including the instruments located inside the
drywell. The Frequency of [18] months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
Operating experience has proven this Frequency is
acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973.

3. FSAR, Section [5.2.5.2].

4. GEAP-5620, April 1968.

5. NUREG-75/067, October 1975.

6. FSAR, Section [5.2.5.5.3].
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Refueling Equipment 
Interlocks

Refueling Equipment Interlocks
B 3.9.1

BASES I S TF.Zo f

LCO
(continued)

blocks to prevent operations that could result in
criticality during refueling operations.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, a prompt reactivity excursion could cause fuel
damage and subsequent release of radioactive material to the
environment. The refueling equipment interlocks protect
against prompt reactivity excursions during MODE 5. The
interlocks are only required to be OPERABLE during in-vessel
fuel movement with refueling equipment associated with the
interlocks.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the reactor pressure vessel head is
on, and no fuel loading activities are possible. Therefore,
the refueling interlocks are not required to be OPERABLE in
these MODES.

ACTIONS A. I

With one or more of the required refueling equipment
interlocks inoperable, the unit must be placed in a
condition in which the LCO does not apply. In-vessel fuel
movement with the affected refueling equipment must be
immediately suspended. This action ensures that operations
are not performed with equipment that would potentially not
be blocked from unacceptable operations (e;g., loading fuel
into a cell with a control rod withdrawn). Suspension of
in-vessel fuel movement shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.1.1

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates each
required refueling equipment interlock will function
properly when a simulated or actual signal indicative of a
required condition is injected into the logic. he-_CWNLL
FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps so that the
entire channel is tested.

(continued)
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Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock
B 3.9.2

T• 7TF-,2cs, /Cea. i?
BASES

ACTIONS A-l and A.2 (continued)

containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity
of the core and, therefore, do not have to be inserted.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.2.1

Proper functioning of the refueling position one-rod-out
interlock requires the reactor mode switch to be in Refuel.
During control rod withdrawal in MODE 5, improper -
positioning of the reactor mode switch could, in some
instances, allow improper bypassing of required interlocks.
Therefore, this Surveillance imposes an additional level of
assurance that the refueling position one-rod-out interlock
will be OPERABLE when required. By 'locking" the reactor
mode switch in the proper position (i.e., removing the
reactor mode switch key from the console while the reactor
mode switch is positioned in refuel), an additional
administrative control is in place to preclude operator
errors from resulting in unanalyzed operation.

The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient in view of other
administrative controls utilized during refueling operations
to ensure safe operation.

SR 3.9.2.2

TV)T/)§ -1 A 4

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel
demonstrates the associated refuel position one-rod-out
interlock will function properly when a simulated or actual
signal indicative of a required condition is injected into
the logic-.-The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel
steps so that the entire channel is tested. The 7 day
Frequency is considered adequate because of demonstrated
circuit reliability, procedural controls on control rod
withdrawals, and visual and audible indications available in
the control room to alert the operator of control rods not
fully inserted. To perform the required testing, the
applicable condition must be entered (i.e., a control rod
must be withdrawn from its full-in position). Therefore,
SR 3.9.2.1 has been modified by a Note that states the

(continued)
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